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Chapter I

An Introduction and Survey of Critical Trends

"Upon Appleton House: To My Lord Fairfax" is in many

ways a mosaic of Andrew Marvell's poetic themes, Having its

basis in the tradition of the country-house poem, i.larvell's

description of the estate of his patron includes many of the

pastoral motifs developed in "The Garden" and the Mower poems.

There is obvious attention to che lessons of " Natures mystick

Book" (584)-'- and a deep appreciation for the contemplative

virtues of "this delicious Solitude" ("The Garden" 16), Yet

"Upon Appleton House" was written while England was in the

midst of the Civil War and was addressed to the man who had

just retired from active service as the Lord General of

Cromwell's forces. In this context the poem is as political

as Marvell's "An Koratian Ode" or "The First Anniversary,"

The sense of tension between the traditional power of the

deposed monarch and the apparently divinely-ordained success

of "Angelique Cromwell " ("The First Anniversary" 126) found

in Marvell's more public verse is subtly present in the

conflicting appeals of alternating scenes in the Nunappleton

landscape. However, this combination of pastoral and political

themes ultimately implies a religious perspective as complex

as that of "On a Drop of Dew" or "A Dialogue between the Soul

and Body," Marvell views the world of Nunappleton and England

from two positions in time — that of man and that of God —
and on these two levels considers the essentially religious

problems of determining the proper values and modes for livingo
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2

Thus uniting the pastoral, political, and religioas themes

characterir.tic of his other poeras, Marvell has created in

"Upon Appleton Kouse"a poem which truly reflects the scope

of his literary vision.

However, an analysis of this synthetic quality of Marvell 's

work is not the most important critical issue with regard to

"Upon Appleton House," Rather literary critics have been

concerned primarily with the conflict between the contemplative

and active modes of existence which pervades all the thematic

and stylistic eleiaents of Marvell' s art. The central consideration

of most of the major critical studies of "Upon Appleton House,"

and the primary focus of this paper, is the problem of

determining Marvell' s ultimate position with regb,rd to this

oppoaition. The question of a resolution within the poem of

such a conflict of values is a problem in literary interpretation,

an objective analysis of which is further complicated by our

knowledge of Lord Fairfax's recent retirement and Marvell'

s

entrance into active life in Cromwell's eraployment shortly

after "Upon Appleton House" was written.

It would be impossible within the scope of this paper to

survey the opinions of all the scholars who have addressed

themselves to the intriguing task of uncovering the primai^

focus of Marvell 's ideas. However, there seem to be four

general conceptions of Marvell 's final position with regard to

this conflict of values, A consideration of some of the recent

criticism promoting each viewpoint will illuminate the context
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5

within which ray own critical perspective of "Upon Appleton

House" must be understood.

At one end of the spectrum are those scholars who argue

that Marvell is describing the triumph of retirement and the

values of Nunappleton over the claims of an active life.

Believing that "the conflicts between the claims of the active

and contemplative life involved in the seventeenth-century

man's view of his place in the universe will from time to time

give renewed rise to the thought of retirement from the world,"

Ruth Wallerstein has been an influential advocate of the viev/

that the "virtuousness and delight" of the contemplative life

is Marvell' s primary message in "Upon Appleton Eouse," She

emphasizes that Fairfax's retreat from an active role in

reshaping the disordered England of 1650 was not made in despair

at the state of the world, but in a recognition that the

cultivation of private virtues is ultimately of greater value

to the community of mankindo Maren-Sofie Rcistvig and Kitty

Secular are also influential proponents of this school of

thought. These scholars have extended 7/allerstein's conception

of the triumph of the contemplative life by interpreting

Marvell' s view of Fairfax's retirement as an admirable

"spiritual journey;"^ a necessary "retreat from the world as

it is man's; into the world as it is God's,"^

In direct opposition to this emphasis on Marvell 's

sympathetic view of Fairfax's retreat is the interpretation

of "Upon Appleton House" presented by Lawrence W, Hyraan,

Although admitting that Marvell "attempts to show the superiority
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4

of the contemplative life," Hyraan finds that the poet's deeper

personal feelings are at variance with, and thus re-direct,

this ostensible theme. He detects differences in the quality

of the verse in various sections of the poem, and judges that

Marvell writes oiost successfully when "expressing his impatience

with the withdrawal and his almost stifled hopes that Pciirfax

will once again enter the world of action,"

5

An interesting critical position which combines aspects

of the schools of both Wallerstein and Hyman is that interpretation

of "Upon Appleton House" which bases a resolution of the conflict

between contemplative and active states on the question of

destiny. John M, Wallace is the primary advocate of i:his

view of Marvell' s final perspective. Although he rather

naively states that "the theme of 'Upon Appleton House' is

simplicity itself,"^ Wallace does present a convincing

ar^sument for his belief in the essential individuality of fate.

Fairfax properly chose the retirement of Nunappleton because

this was a virtuous acceptance of his own destiny. Yet Marvell

too made "Destiny" his "Choice " (744) in heeding the call to

a public career, "^ "mile emphasizing a sense of unity based

on the poem as a "masque of nature, "^ Anne E. Berthoff also

views Marvell' s position from the perspective of individualized

virtue. She interprets "Upon Appleton House" as a description

of the circumstances and moral consequences of Fairfax's

retirement. There is no attempt to justify or question this

choice of a life of contemplation; and thus the way is left
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open for Marvell's own choice of a life of public action,

°

An often neglected or scorned, but equally valid and

irifluential, fourth school of criticism considers "Upon

Appleton liouse" as Marvell's expression of the ultimate

impossibility of resolving the conflict between the values of

retirement and actiono Harold E. Toliver views the natural

world of Nunappleton us existing within a "context of disturbance, "lO

He defines a sense of tension as the dominant mood of the poem;

interpreting the debate as an irreconciJable conflict between

an idealized conception ^f nature as an earthly paradise and

a realistic view of the corruption of actual existence,

Donald Mo Friedman also sees "Upon Appleton House" as "a poem

which at almost every moment is torn between the divergent

demands of the world and the self," Ee too considers the

stylistic fluctuations between the "poles of realism and

symbafic extravagance" -^2 a_g evidence of Marvell's belief in

the final impossibility of harmonizing, or deciding definitively

between, the conflicting claims of public action and private

retirement.

Thus there are four major critical interpretations of

"Upon Appleton House" as an expression of Marvell's position

with regard to the values of contemplation and action -vhich

must form the background for any further study of this problem

of literary perspectives. Yet, despite the importance of these

various schools of thought in defining an area of critical

controversy, the priraary basis for any reading of "Upon
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6

Appleton House" must be the text of the poem itself. It is

therefore with close attention to the work as Marvell wrote

it that I wish to offer my argument for a twofold interpretation

of Ivlarvell's position in the poetic opposition of contemplative

and active values, I base this djuble view of !1arvell's position

on a sense that, although the poet sees no hope for a reconciliation

of these conflicting values within the present temporal context

of the poera, he does consider the possibility of a resolution

of the claims of public and private virtues in a vision of

the future.

My belief that Marvell finds no immediate solution to the

conflict of values presented in the poera is grounded in the

feeling of tension which dominates the alternating scenes of

active and contemplative pursuits described in "Upon Appleton

House," This tension reflects Marvell' s despair at the

situation of the world in 1650, The estate of Nunappleton

may be an image of the earthly ^^aradise, a hortus conclusus

in which man may perfect his own life in contemplative solitude;

but England in the midst of the Civil War offers only a picture

of the violence and corruption of the world of action. In

this immediate context man can only choose, as Fairfax and

Marvell each did, between one of two very different modes of

existence. In ray reading of "Upon Appleton House" I shall

atcerapt to illuminate this side of Marvell 's vision through

an analysis of the varying motifs of order and disruption

which operate in the movement of the poera.
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Ideas presented by Rosalie Colie in her book M^ Ecchoing

Song form the basis for ray interpretation of "Upon Appleton

House" as an expression of Marvell's belief in the possibility

of a reconciliation of the values of contemplation and action

in the context of the futureo Emphasizing the importance of

self-knowledge and an understanding of humanity in general,

Colie utilizes the principle of concordia discors to argue

for the popsibility of a union of "in" and "out" within

Marvell's poem. She feols that Marvell viewed Fairfax's

retirement primarily as a temporary retreat, designed to

strengthen the virtues needed for further activity, 13 My

argument for a future reconciliation of these conflicting

modes of existence is also based on the principle of concordia

discors and on the concept of two realms of time — that of

man and that of God, Marvell focuses his optraistic vision of

a harmonic future on the possibility of an intersection of

God's time and man's time. Human salvation is achieved in

eternity, but worked out in the temporal history of the world,

Marvell's prophecy for the future of his patron's daughter,

the poet's pupil Maria Fairfax; and his concluding image of

the retiring " Salmon-Fishers" (769) embody this belief in

the possibility of an intersection of spiritual and secular

views of time. Such a meeting of eternity and history

produces a union of opposites — an existence based on the

virtues of contemplation, but pursued in the world of actiono

The primary objective of ray paper is, therefore, to

work out this argument for a twofold interoretation of Marvell'

s
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position v/ith regard to these conflicting values and modes

of existence through a detailed reading of "Upon Appleton

House." The principle of concordia discors with its complements —
the principle of paradox, the concept of two views of time,

and the Renaissance technique of emblem v/riting — will help

to illuminate my perspective of P.Iarvell's basic attitudes and

themeSo However, it is necessary first to present a brief

study of the development of the country-house poem, A view

of the origins and general motifs characteristic of this

pastoral genre will provide a sense of the tradition within

which Marvell began, and of which "Upon Ap.jleton House" is

the most unusual example.
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Footnotes to Chapter I

•'"Andrew Marvell, The Poems and Letters of Andrew Marvell,
edited by Ho M, Margoliouth, third eHition"*revised by Pierre
Legouis with the collaboration of E, E. Duncan-Jones (Oxfordj
The Clarendon Press, 1971) vol. I, p. 80, All subsequent
quotations from Marvell' s work will be cited from this text
with line references given in the body of the paper. Unless
otherwise indicated, the quotations are from "Upon Appleton
House", pp. 62-86.

^Ruth Wallerstein, Studies in Seventeenth-Century Poetic
(Madison: University of Wisconsin press, ly^O) pp. 184, 296,
and 286,

^Maren-Sofie Ridstvig, The Happy Man; Studies in the
Metamorphoses of a Classical Tdeal ("Oslot Norwegian Universities
Press, 1962} voI,T, p. 1Y6.

%itty Iff. Secular, Natural Magic * Studies in the Presentation
of Mature in English Poetry (Oxford;' 'The Claren'^^n Press, 1965)
p„ 165.

Lawrence W, Hyman, "Politics and Poetry in Andrew Marvell,"
PMLA, 73 (December, 1958) p, 477.

^John M. Wallace, Destiny His Choice ; The Loyalism of
Andrew Marvell (Cambridge; The U^niversity press, 1968) p. 252o

Avallace, pp, 252-254.

^Anhe E. Berthoff , The Resolved Soul; A Study of Marvell'

s

Major Poems (Princeton; Princeton University Press, "^970) p. 165.

^Berthoff, pp. 170-171.

^Harold E. Toliver, 'jarvell's Ironic Vision (New Haven;
Yale University Press, 1965) p. 92.

•'•^Toliver, p. 88.

1?
Donald M. Friedman, Marvell' s Pastoral Art (London;

Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltdo , 19V0) pp. 258 an3 246.

^Rosalie Lo Colie, "My Ecchoing Song"; Andrew Marvell'

s

Poetry of Criticism (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1970)
pp. 217=?1H:
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Chapter II

The Tradition of the Country-House Poera

Homer's description of the palace and gardens of King

Alcinous, found in Book VII of the Odyssey , is the earliest

known example of a poem praising a great man in the image of

his houseo Like Fairfax's Nunappleton, the estate of Alcinous

is both realistic and symbolic. The silver and gold decorations

of the palace hall, the awesome solidarity of the bronze

architecture, and the natural beauty of the garden landscape

are perhaps not really hyperbolic in the description of the

house of a great nobleman of the Greek kingdom; yet these

potentially realistic details also function as metaphors,

reflecting the high qualities of Alcinous' own character.

The strength and endurance of the King's mental and physical

force are represented allegorically in the bronze of the

palace walls. Images of the sun and moon, considered as

opposites in the time of the Greeks, -^^ describe the blazing

glory of the po.,la,ce riches and sug_,est a type of concordia

discors or harmony of the opposing forces of the world which

Alcinous is able to maintain within that "curious frame"

("The Coronet" 21) which is house, body, and soul. The

palace thus becomes a castellum mentis , a stronghold of

tranc[uility amidst Homer's descriptions of Odysseus' experiences

in Troy and on the journey home. In the same way Nunappleton

becomes, for Fairfax and Marvell, a refuge from the horrors

of the English Civil ',Var,
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Homer created the foundations for tiie genre of the

country-house poem by introducing the topographical details

of a natural garden and a lainititure landscape as well as the

concept of the house as a reflection of the character of its

ovmer. The pastorcil delights of rural living, including gardens,

woods, and springs or streams, presented in his poetry are

carried, along with such motifs as the castellum mentis and

the harmony of opposing forces in an admirable and strong

character, from Greek into Roman literature.

Clas;-ical Latin poetry became the actual corner-stone

for the genre of the country-house poem* for the Romans, more

than the Greeks, viewed the private house as an expression

of the character and life of its ownero Within this Roman

tradition Virgil stands out as the earliest influential

proponent of the genre. His descriptions of the houses of

Dido and Latinus follow the realistic and allegorical

representations of the great estate initiated by Homer and

really add little of significance to the development of the

tradition. In his early eclo^,xies, however, Virgil did make

a distinctive contribution. Influenced by the poetry of

Theocritus and especially the descriptions of country life

presented in his seventh Idyll, Virgil created, in his lovely

pastorals, a vision of the beauty and simplicity of rural

living based on ;;ioderation, contentment v/ith a small and

select group of companions, and the continuation of familial

and cultural traditions in an atmosphere untouched by the

cori-uption of the city. Such ideals stand behind all
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subsequent praises of the virtues of a retired existence,

Virgil's First Eclogue , expressing so poignantly a sense of

the values of pastoral tranquility and poetic inspiration

amidst the tragedy of social upheaval, certainly must have

been close to Marvell's thoughts as he compared the serenity

of Nunappleton to the turbulence of England during the years

of the Civil War,

Yet, in addition to this definitive praise of rural life,

Virgil also contributed another element to the developing

poetic genre. In Georgies II he describes the glories of

the poet-philosopher in retirement, thereby making a rural

existence emblematic of a climate of intellectual freedom and

creative inspiration, A beatus ille tradition developed from

this aspect of Virgil's pastoral verse and is evident in

"Upon Appleton House" as Marvell, the " easie Philosopher" (561),

retires to the "Sanctuary in the yood" (482),

Although somewhat outside the tradition of the country-

house poem in being basically an Horatian satire on great

houses near imperial Rome, Martial's Epigram III, 58 adds

two important elements to the allegorical and beatus ille

motifs of the genre introduced by Homer and Virgil, Contrasting

the unproductive suburban villa of Bassus with the modest but

genuinely fmiitful home of Paustinus at Baiae, Martial's

epigram abounds in descriptive detailo He emphasizes the

gaity of the performance of duily tasks at Paustinus' estate

and focuses upon the sincere and generous hospitality extended
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by tlie owner to his neighbors and friendSo Such a concern for

the relation of the country nobleman to his rural neighbors

becomes of dominant interest in the Renaissance, Thus in

"Upon Appleton House" Marvell considers that Fairfax's "open

Door" (66) and " Furniture of Friends " (68) are worthy of

special commendation.

In addition to this recognition of the 2?ural values of

friendliness and equality, Martial's epigram also presents a

contrast between usefulness and ostentation in the villas of

Faustinas and BassuSo Praising Faustinus' estate because its

grounds are not laid "in idle myrtle-beds, "^5 Martial

establishes the virtue of utility as characteristic of an

admirable country villa. This concept is essential to

Jonson's whole approach to the country-houee poem; and Marvell

too makes it clear that "ev'ry Thing does answer Use" (62) in

the estate of Nunappleton,

Although Homer, Virgil, and Martial presented in their

poetry aspects of rural life -.vhich became importcint in the

development of the genre, the trae founder of the tradition

of the country-house poem was Statius,"*-^ ,7hile including those

motifs found in the earlier poems, his descriptions of the

buildings and prospects of the villa of Manilius Vopiscus at

Tiber (Silvae 1,3) introduce the conflict between art and

Nature which dominated Rer^aissance thought and was resolved

in so many ways by different poets of the period. Nature

triumphs in the villa of Vopiscus; adorning the rooms with cool
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streams and crowning th6 roof of the house with a huge tree.

The estate is pervaded by a sense of serenity and naturalness —
emblematic of the philosophic and creative temperament of its

ownero

Statius describes a situation much like that of Fairfax

at Nunappleton in his poem on the estate of Pollius ?elix at

Sorrento ( Silvae 11,2), Pollius and his wife, like Fairfax

and Vere, retreated from the disorder of an active life in

the city to the beauty and tranquility of their villa, hoping

to capture there the more enduring qualities of life. But,

however similar the situations may be, the tone of Statius'

poem is quite unlike that of "Upon Appleton House," '^ith what

one hopes is only the excess demanded by obvious flattery,

Statius admires the wealth which Pollius has araassefil and

congratulates his patron that he has now achieved a state

beyond the power of Fortune, '' Such vulgar praise has no

place in Marvell's poemo

Yet J, B, Leishraan suggests that there is one part of

Statius' description of the villa at Sorrento which may be

an analogue for the tenth stanza of "Upon Appleton House"

and which clearly reveals the generic origins of Marvell's poem.

In lines 107-111 of his poera^ Statius exhorts the villa not

to let itself be overwhelmed by Pollius' other estates at

Tiber, Puteoli, and Tarentura. :.'arvell, however, takes the

opposite position in his poem; freely admitting that

Nunappleton is inferior in grandeur of style to Fairfax's

other estates-
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Him Bishops-Hill, or Denton may,
Or BilbrougJi , better nold then they: (73-74)

Yet the basic thematic suggestion of enumerating other estates

belonging to the patron may have come ultimately from Statius,"^^

Marvell does declare Nunappleton' s supremacy in natural beauty

by picking up the art/Nature theme developed by Statius in his

poem on the estate of Manilius Vopscus,

But Nature here hath been so free
As if she said leave this to me.
Art would more neatly have defac'd
7/hat she had laid so sweetly wast; (75-78)

Influenced by the descriptions of Statius, the verses on

the house ^f Pontius Leontius v/ritten by the fourth-century

Bishop Sidonius Apollinc^ris contain the precursors of several

motifs developed in later poems of this genre, like the

houses of the classical latin poems, this "Burgus Pontii

leontii" is a figxirative representation of the character of

the owner c^nd his family, However on this occasion, art

triumphs in its conflict with Ilature for the sumptuous details

of the castle, "painted in flowing colors, "•'-^ dominate

Sidonius' flattering descriotionso Such exaggerated rhetoric

in the praise of the house and its owners is just the opoosite

of Marvell' s commendation of nobility in simplicity. Despite

this difference, Sidonius' poem includes a discourse on the

genealogy of the leontius family which is similar to Marvell'

s

passage on the founders of Nunappleton. In both poems the

history of the house is described as well ;.s the glory of

the present inhabitants and their ancestors, like the

casteHum mentis of Homer's palace of Alcinous and Marvell'

s
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contemplative retreat, the castle of "^ontius Leontius is a

fortress of "Stateliness" and " Succour" ^*-^ against the raging

disorders of a corrupt world.

In descriiDtion as well as in history and allegory,

Sidonius' poem seems to erahody motifs found in "Upon Appleton

House," The poet wanders over the castle-grounds and illuminates

in detail the granb^ries, the oaths, the mountain streams, the

spacious colonnade, and the quiet spring which make up the

estate of Leontius, Sidonius' changing view of the various

scenes within the castle confines seems to herald !Iarvell's

alternating descriptions of the gardens, meadows, and woods

of Nunappleton,

Assessing the influence of the classics on Renaissance

poetry is difficult: for it is often hard to determine vrtiat

classical works were known to sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century writers and what motifs within these known works were

actually borrowed by later poets and thus were not products

of independent creativity. Despite these difficulties in

interpreting the sources, however. Renaissance literature

was certainly not written in a vacuum. At least in some form,

therefore, the classical country-house poem as defined by

Homer, Virgil, Martial, Statius, and Sidonius with its

realistic and allegorical descriptions of the estate of a

great man, its emphasis on the values of usefulness and

hospitality, its concern for the conflict between art and

Nature, its consideration of the genealogy of the family, and
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its view of the rural estate as a stronghold of virtue,

creativity, and peace in a corrupt world, must have been

known in seventeenth-century England, Starting with this

assuroption, one can study the Renaissance poems of this

genre and follow the continued development of the tradition

in the face of the addition of the Christian ideals of

humility in greatness and the cultivation of spiritual virtues

in contemplative retirement,

Ben Jonson was the most influential force in adapting

the classical models of the country-house poem to the ta.ste

and Vcilues of the Renaissance. It was his work in fusing the

motifs of the Latin poets with the perspectives of Christianity

that was of greatest importance in the seventeenth-century

development of the genre, Modeled after '!artial's Epigram IIIo58,

"To Penshurst" is the v/ork which definitely establishes the

conventions of the Renaissance country-house ooeiu, Jonson'

s

poem reflects structural features similar to Martial's epigram

as "To Penshurst" moves from a description of the house with

an emphasis on usefulness and liatural beauty, through a view

of the grounds and a recognition of the productivity of the

estate, to a consideration of the hospitality and generosity

of the owner. However, the theme of Jonson' s poem is more

complex than that of Martial's epigram. The latter focuses

on the contrast between a genuine rural h^rae .^nd the pseudo-

simplicity of a suburban villa. Jonson' s ooera, however, deals

ultimately vath the proper use of wealth and influence and

considers the estate as the nurse of virtue, innocence, and
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the proper relationships among raen and between man and Nature,

Within the closely v/oven texture of these themes Jonson

introduces several important eleiaents of the country-house

poem which are reflected in all later Renaissance poems of

this genre including Marvell's description of Nunappleton,

"To Penshurst" opens with an emphasis on the simplicity

and naturalness of the Sidney family est^vte. The house was

"not,. .built to envious show" (1) and does not reverence

art, but it:

c.Joy'st in betcer raarkes, of soyle, of ayre,pp
Of wood, of water: therein thou art faire. (7-8)

In the same way, Fairfax's home is designed in " Humility" (41)

and reflects "Nature, orderly and near" (26) rather than the

"Work of ...lorrain Archi tect " (2), Jonson has thus shifted

the focus of the genre to the ideal of naturalness and the

Christian virtue of humility while remaining within the

classicci.1 context of an allegorical estateo

Heafiirming the importance of usefulness which was

introduced into the classical poetry of the genre by Martial,

Jonson considers the interdependence of man and nature in

providing tue means by which the Sidneys can offer an "open

table" (27) to "all,.. .the farmer, and the clowne" (48), His

emphasis on the social function of the country gentleman,

hospitable to his neighbors and always.ta receive guests

whether common or royal, is an expansion of Martial's theme

of friendliness and is also found in Marvell's praise of

Fairfax's "open Door" (66).
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Outside his adaptation of classiccil motifs to a Christian

context, Jonson's most distinctive contribution to the

development of the genre of the country-house poem is his

justification of Penshurst as an emblem of all that is natural

and virtuous in the proper use of wealth and position.

Suggesting another theme to be explored by later poets writing

within this tradition, Jonson focuses upon the ideal of family

life represented by the Sidneys and their children as an

explanation for Penshurst' s value. The Sidney children

"Reade, in their vertuous parents noble parts, /The mysteries

of manners, arms, and arts," (97-98) just as Maria Fairfax

learned through the "Discipline severe/of Fairfax , and the

starry Vere " (723-724). Thus, both Penshurst and Nunappleton

ultimately depend for their strength on the virtues of the

families which dwell within their realms,

Jonson's "To Sir Robert Wroth" — more centrally an

Horatian contrast between the contemplative life of the

country and the hectic pace of the city — has perhaps a

less direct influence on the tradition of the country-house

poem which forms the basis v for "Upon Appleton House," Yet

this poem does delineate the English version of the beatus

ille motif while equating life at Durance with the perfection

of the Golden Age, The introduction of this classical motif,

as the halls of Wroth' s estate fill "with mirth, and cheere,/

As if in Saturnes raigne it were" (49-50) , is important in

establishing the concept of the ideal of retired life,

o^onson does not mention the Christian counterpart to the
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classical Golden Age — the prelapsarian state of Eden,

However, it is to this Christian vision of the ideal that

Marvell refers as he describes Ilunappleton as "Paradice' s

only Map " (768).

The motifs of the English country-house poem as established

by Jonson's works created a foundation upon which other poets

of the seventeenth century could build their own interpretations

of the genre. "7hile his poem "To Saxhara"is generally

considered only a piece of complimentary verse extolling the

generosity and hospitality of the Crofts family, Carew' s poem

"To G»N, ^from Wrest" does penetrate to the deeper significances

of the tradition as explored by Jonsono^ Expressing the theme

of the virtuous delight of rural living, Carew reinforces

several motifs of the English genre found in "To Penshurst,"

Like Jonson, Carew considers the functional quality, or

usefulness, of the estate to be of primary concern in any

estimation of the ultimate value of Wrest. The architecture

is not elaborately ostentatious, but is built in "useful

comeliness" (20) to create a "}io';.se for hospitality" ^4 (24)o

Although "Devoid" of the "art" (21) which "coldly entertains"

the "stranger's eye" (26-27), Wrest is like Penshurst in

representing an interdependence of man's art and Nature's

craftsmanship. In resolving the tension between art and

Nature, Carew does not completely "declinco . .all the work of

art" (69); rather, he asserts that art can complement Nature

to create a sense of order and direction. The idea of art
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as Nature's "iiandraaid" (71), found also in the poems of

Jonson and I.Iarvell, allows Carew to present '/rest as emblemaGic

of that balanced state of active invention L^nd calm appreciation

of ntitural beauty which is most pleasing to the philosopher-

poet in retirement,

Carew introduces new elements into the tradition of the

country-house poem as well as reinforcing these motifs of the

genre established by Jonson, He euiphasizes the value of the

"native" (14) style of architecture in the construction of

Yrest, thus creating for the genre a firm attachment to

English traditions. Marvell also stresses that Nunappleton

is the ""/ork of no forrain Architect " (2) and carries out Carew'

s

criticism of the fashionable, exotic, and ostentatious building

designs of the continental stylesa Carew cigain seems to

foreshadow Marvell both ih riis depcription of the landscape

garden planned by the owner of the estate and, more notably,

in ills explicit statement tliat "Yrest provides an abode of

"blest peace" (103) which stands in contrast to the "memory

of ,., our arras" (110) that is constantly recdled in the

external world. ?irst published in the turbulent year of

1640, "To Go N. from 7/rest" sug,;ests the same sense of two

distinct modes of existence found in "Upon Appleton House,"

Although outside the strictest lines of the country-

house poem and closer to the loco-descriptive style and

thematic contrast of high mountains and gentle slopes found

in llarvell's "Upon the Hill uud Grove at 3ill-borow,"
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Sir John Denhara's poem "Cooper's Kill" deserves at least a

brief consideration, since the work embodies certain motifs

appropriate to the basic emphasis of the genre. One of the

first poems to describe the country life as "sweet retir'd

content"^^ (37) > "Cooper's Kill" p^vrticulariaes Carew's emblem

of a rural existence ciS a stronghold against the turmoil of

war,^^ Urging a via media in public and private affairs,

Denhara advises King Charles, "v/hen great affairs/Give leave

to slaken" (241-242), to make at least an ocassional retreat

from the troubles of London to the tranquility of 'Vinsor

Castle, The years of the English Civil '.Var increased the eraphatic

tone of this plea; while Denhara considered that King Charles

needed only a temporary respite from the disorder of his

realm, by the time Marvell wrote "Upon Appleton House," Fairfax's

need for retirement had become permanent.

The major elements of the En-^lish version of the country-

hoMse poem were established by Jonson and Carew; but like

Denhara^ other seventeenth-century poets explored the genre and

its pastoral cousins. Their individual approaches also

contributed certain thematic and stylistic devices to the

tradition as it came down to Marvell, Like Carew's "To

Saxhara," Kerrick's poem "A Country Life" "cannot sustain a

complex integration of moralizing and describing and thus

descends to merely a fanciful compliment." ' liowever in his

"A Panegerick to Sir Lewis Pemberton" Herrick does illuminate

the greater concerns of the genre and contributes an interesting

view of the great house and its owner as positive civilizing
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influenceso The house was built by "Vertues Kand" (101),

and Peraberton himself is not only the model of "Gesture,

Courtship, and Comeliness" (98), but "can/Teach man to keepe

God in man" (133-134). Drayton's poem "Poly-Olbion" is

also important in this context; emphasizing the "raacrooosra/

microcosm raoveraent" " which is inherent in all the works of

this genre -that describe one estate and one man in extolling

the virtues of an entire way of lifeo

J, 3. Leishman presents an inclusive and convincing

argument to suggest tha,t "it does not seem possible to maintain

that 'Upon Appleton Ilouse' has been 'influenced' by Saint

Araant's poem 'La Solitude'."^*-* However, the stylistic elements

of this French poem outlined by Huth Wallerstein suggest that

Saint Amant created a technique of impressionistic description

and a sense of movement in scenes which sweep across a land-

scape that seem to be echoed in Marvell's poera,-^ Lord Fairfax

translated "La Solitude;" and as a result Harvell certainly

knew at least his patron's English version of the work.

Without, however, even attempting to unravel either the

differences between the translation and the original or the

facts about Marvell's knowledge of the French poem, one can

note an agreement of sensibility between the tv/o poems.

The first stanza of "La Solitude" —
que j'airae la solitude!

Que ces lieux sacres a la nuit,
Eloignes du iionde et du bruit,
Plaisent "k raon inquietudei
Mon Dieul que mes yeux sont contents
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De voir ces bois, qui se trouverent
A la nativite du temps,
3t que tous les siecles reverent,
Stre encore aussi beaux et verts,
Qu' aux premiers jours de 1' universe 52 (l_lo)

— seems to capture the same mood of solemnity and awe v/hLCh

pervades the opening of the voodland passage ( stanzas 61-63)

of "Upon Apple ton House,"

The tradition of the country-house poem as Marvell knew

it '<va,s a combination of elements introduced by the classical

poets and tl:eraes and techniques developed by such Renaissance

Christian poets as Jonson, Carevv, Denliara, Ilerrick, Drayton,

and Saint Amant, Beginriing v/ith a description of a great

estate which operates on the levels of both realism and

allegory, by 1650 the genre v/as characterized by an emphasis

on humility and usefulness in architecture and landscape, a

concern for the social relationships between the noble family

and their rural neighbors, a sense of the relationships between

art and Nature and between man and Nature, an emphasis on virtuous

family life and the proper use of wealth and influence as the

criterion for greatness in retirement, and a picture of

country life as a refuge of philosophic creativity and

tranquility amidst the chaos of a troubled world. Unique

and innovative as it is in going far beyond these thematic

and stylistic conventions of the genre, "Upon Appleton House"

still has as its basis this tradition of poetry. After 1660

however, the English v/ay of life reflected by the country-

house poems changed. As a result Marvell' s work in a very

real way marks the end of one line in this tradition.
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Country-house poems written after the middle of the

seventeenth-century offer a completely different view of the

life of rural retireraento

Two poems written by Alexander Pope, "To Burlington" and

"Winsor Forest," reflect this change in the later development

of the genre. The society about which the earlier poets

had written in their descriptions of the estates of great

men was becoming merely a poignant memory by the ^aihin'wioL, .1-.?

of the^century. Thus Pope's versions of the country-house

poem differ from the earlier .models in two important aspects.

He looks back to the vanishing nobility of a life of imral

retirement, aid describes the contemporary routine of a

country gentleiuan with a focus on criticism of the society

rather than the traditional praiseo

In his "Epistle to Burlington," Pope attacks "aukward

Pride" ^^ (19) as the primary cause of that incorrect use of

wealth and influence which nov/ hc,d become common in country

estateSo Recalling that "pompous buildings once were things

of Use" (24), he deplores the present situation which

subordinates nature and sensibility to art and costly show.

The values of Penshurst, V/rest, and Nunappleton have been

destroyed; vain men "starve by art" (38) alone,

Althout^h Pope seems to find more to criticize than praise

in the rural life of the eavlii* eraM^e^ttj. .^century and thus

dwells on the glories of the past, his vision is not, however,

completely retrospective. In "'Vinsor Forest" he presents a
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picture of England under the reign of Queen Anne and suggests

thut a Golden Age of "fair Peace" (407) raay be possible if:

The shady Empire shall retain no Trace
Of War or Blood, but in the Sylvan Chace,
The Trumpets sleep, while chearful Eorns are blown.
And AXTns employed on Birds and Beasts alone, {'jijl-dlA)

There is yet some hope that the innocent and natural

pleasures of country society raay again florish, bringing the

domestic peace which England so desperately desired.

Pope wrote the "Epistle to Burlington" t^nd "Winsor

Forest" from the perspective of one who desired to re-establish

the values of a vanishing way of life. His conflict, therefore,

is between the past and the present and reflects all the

differences implicit in any span of time, Marvell, however,

saw that two opposing modes and values of living existed

simultaneously in the England of 1650o He therefore is

exploring the problem of reconciling or deciding betv;een two

aspects of the present. His recognition of the value in the

rural existence of his time connects him with the country-

house poem tradition that developed from classical writers

and seventeenth-century poets. Yet, while v/riting at the

end of this tradition, Ivlarvell is also actively creating a

new and exciting poetic expression* for realizing the present

impossibility of reconciling the virtues of retired and

active life, Marvell is also av/are of the possibility of such

a union of opposites in an England of the future, to be

governed by .'aria Fairfax's generation, A reading of "Upon

Appleton House" based on this twofold interpretation of
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Marvell's position with regard to the conflicting values of

contemplation and action raay reveal not only the deeper

levels of his thought hut also the extent to which he was

writing within, and modifying the established tradition.
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Chapter HI

"Paradice's only Hap "

;

A Reading of "Upon Appleton House"

To facilitixte a discussion of the conflict between active

and contemplative values and loodes of existence within "Upon

Appleton House," I liave found it convenient to separate the

poem into six sections. This chapter will therefore include

a consideration of the stanzaic groups which comprise: a

description of Lord Fairfax's house (stanzas 1-10); an account

of the estate's history and the genealogy of the family

(stanzas 11-35); a description of Lord Fairfax's garden

(stanzas 56-46); a view of the surrounding meadows (stanzas 47-60)

an account of the poet's retreat into the woods (stanzas 61-81);

and Marvell's prophetic conclusion and tribute to his pupil

Maria Fairfax (stanzas 82-97). I do not intend these divisions

to diminish the essential unity of Harvell's poem. The sections

may, however, allow a fuller discussion of specific aspects of

"Upon Appleton House" and help to illustrate more clearly my

conception of Marvell's double perspective with regard to

the critical problem of reconciling the values of an active

and a contemplative life,

"Upon Appleton House" begins with Marvell's unique

treatment of the thematic and stylistic conventions of the

genre of the country-house poem. The first ten stanzas of

his poem offer a complete and witty summary of most of the

themes and motifs characteristic of the seventeenth-century
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poems in this tradition. At the same time, however, Harvell

departs from the established lines of the genre to initiate

a consideration of the conflict of active and passive values

with a view of the virtuous nature and religious orientation

of a life of rural retireraento

Although the Times Literary Supplement has recently

carried letters v/hich reflect a new controversy about the

actual appearance of the house which is the subject of Marvell's

poem, there is no doubt that "Upon Appleton House," like

"To Penshurst" and "To G. N, from "Vrest," does have a realistic

basis. Perhaps ".'arvell is describing the estate portrayed by

C. R. Markham in his Life of the Great Lord Pairfaxr

It was a picturesque brick mansion with stone
copings and a high steep roof, and consisted
of a centre and two wings at right angles,
forming three sides of a square facing to the
north. The great hall or gallery occupied the
centre between the tv/o wings. It was fifty
yards long, . » • The central part of the house
was surmounted by a cupola, and clustering
chimneys rose over the two wings, A noble
park, with splendid oak trees, and containing
300 head of deer, stretched away to the north,
'.vhile on the south side were the ruins of the
old nunnery, the flower gardens and the low
meadows called ings, extending to the banks of
'the Wliarfe..o.* ~7ne flowers were planted in
masses, tulips, pinlcs a,nd roses, each in
separate beds, v/hich were cut inio the shape
of forts '.vith five bastions, ,, .^5

But whether Markham' s account is based on an acquaintance

with the actual physical appearance of N'unappleton or merely

on a knowledge of "arvell's poem, "Upon Appleton House" opens

with the convention, introduced by Carew in "To G. N, from

Wrest," of praising the country house for its reliance on
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the native tradition of architectural design. 'Triting in

the indignant tone of Created Pleasure or Damon the Mov/er,

Marvell brings up the problem of man' s right to interfere

with the designs of Nature by filling "Caves" with the stones

of "Quarries" (3) and leveling "Forrests" into "Pastures" (4)o

He may also be making a satiric comment on both the popularity

of "Forrain" (2) architecture and the parallel device of

commending the elaborateness of a nobleman's home. In contrast

to Davenant's "Gondibert" and Saint Amant's "Palais de la

Volunte,"^^ Nunappleton is of English construction — natural

and unassuming in its physical details. Its builder did not

experience "pain" in attempting to creat a "great Design" (5)

with "high" "Columnes" (7) which would astonish all onlookers.

However Marvell is not merely describing the physical

appearance of the house in this opening stanza. The "sober

Frame" (1) v/hich he is discussing, like the "curious frame"

(22) of "The Coronet," may refer not only to the estate of

Nunappleton but also to Marvell' s own poei?i and to Fairfax

himself. From the beginning Marvell is thus subtly equating

the unpretentious architecture of the estate with the virtuous

humility of his patron. Just as the gentle "Brov/" (5) of

Bill-borow Hill in "Upon the Hill and Grove at Bill-borow"

was responsive to the nature of its rural setting and

became a "Model" (7) for the "perfect Hemisphere" (2), so

Nunappleton reflects the inner nature of its ovmer' s character

and thus becomes an emblem of the Christian virtue of

humilityo
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The allegorical level of the country-house poem tradition

becomes more evident in the succeeding stanzas of "Upon Appleton

House" as Marvell strengthens the identification of a man with

his house. Attacking in stanzas two and three the pride which

prompts a man to "superfluously spread" (17) through

"unproportion'd dwellings" (10), Marvell contrasts the "hollow

Palace" (19) of "Man unrul'd" (9) v;ith the "equal" (12) homes

of the unpretentious animals which are adequate for the

physical dimensions of their inhabitants. The " low-roof 'd

Tortoises" (13) — shown in figure 1, as traditional emblems

for the self-contained raan^' — become, for Marvell, examples

of the humility which should be characteristic of all men.

In contrast to the Tower of Babel — the "fail'd" project

of those "first Builders" (24) and an image of excessive and

misdirected ambition — Fairfax's Nunappleton is a home that

reflects the humility which is a corrective for human pretension.

The estate's simplicity becomes paradoxical, however, when

Marvell realizes that to "express" (11) a man involves more

than merely a measurement of his bodily "Dimensions" (27).

The interaction of man and "Nature" (26), traditionally a

characteristic of the proper relationship between a country

noble.aan and the natural beauty of his rural home, creates

an estate which is "orderly and near" (26)^ Yet, it is an

order associated v/ith the imaginative creations of "larger

sized Men" who must "stojp" (29) to "enter" (30) their

humble dwellings. The spiritual or intellectual dimensions

of a man, those intangible aspects which constitute his
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The Turtle as an Ideal House

SchUdkrote

Los trabajos que passan los que su ruin fortuna los fucrfa

y obliga a hauer de aiidar flicra de sus casas y desu natu-

raleza, sabraiilo bien sentir y contar los que lo passan . .

.

Esto seda a entendcr en esta eniprcssa de la tartuga, con

la letra que dice, domvs optima, que cs tanto conio si

dixcsse, no ay cosa meioe qve la propia casa. La fabula

de donde sc saca es muy conogida') . .

.

Das bcste HauB.

WAs vor Beschwchrligkeiten die ausstchen / die das widrige

Gliicke ihr Vatcrland zu verlassen and sich andcrswohin zu

begeben / zwinget / koruien erzehJeii / die es versucht. . .

.

Dieses wird durch dieses Sinnbild der Schildkrote und die

Beyschrifft: Das bcste HauB / gelehret. Die Fabel / daraus

dieses gcnommen / ist bckannt und gemein') ...

') esfolgt die Fnhel I'cn der Hochzeit des Jupiter, vgl. An. S. So (voran-

stehcnd)

Figure 1,
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divinely-ordained superiority in the te;aporal world, therefore

caniiOt be measured in tx^e same way as an animal's physical

size. Even an unpretentious horae may be architecturally

greater than t^^e lineur demands of the human body. However,

since the human soul expresses "The greater Ile^^ven in an

Heaven less" ("On a Drop of Dew" 26) , such a humble dwelling

v/ould be less than "equal" (12) to the S:)iritual circumference

of its " Master great" (50),

Illustrating the paradox of "Things greater... in

less contain' d" (44) by associating Fairfax v/ith the past ages

of religious faith and heroic legend, Marvell expands a con-

ventional celebration of his patron's humility. The "more

sober Age" (28) may be a native version of the classical

Golden Age of peace, specifically an image of England before

the tumult of Civil 'Yc,r, But Marvell also includes a refer-

ence to an age of purer faith with the Biblical allusion to

the narrowness of "Heavens Gate " (32), He carrier the reli-

gious iraplicaoions of the image as far as he dares with a

prophetic view of Nunappleton as the site of "sacred" (35)

pilgrimages in honor of Fairfax and his wife, Anne Vere, Yet,

at the crucial p^int Marvell avoids a blasphemous reference

which would make his patron an actual saint with a turn to

a classical allusion; equating ?airfo,x with ti.e humility of

"Romulus " (40) . The simile in no way diminishes the Lord

Generi^l's stature. Fairfax is now associated with the legend-

ary founder of Rome, the progenitor of the great civilization
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to which the English trace their origin in such historical

fables as that by Geoffrey of Monmouth. In "An Horc,tion ode,"

Marvell links Cromwell with the same heritage. The "bleeding

Head" which appears as the Lord ''rotector designs "The Capi-

tols first Line" (Ode 68-59) recalls the enigmatic omen asso-

ciated with the founding of Rome. The image suggests that,

from an uncertu,in beginning, Cromwell's new Republic will

grow to be as glorious as the Romc^n empire.

The allegorical convention of the country-house poem

is redirected in stanza six as Marvell cleverly relates the

humble architecture of Runappleton to the virtues of his patron

throuf.h the metric? of the poem itself. The "short but admi-

rable Lines " (42) v/hich reccill the unpretentious boundaries

of Fairfax's estate c^nd the "Line" (738) of the family's an-

cestry also suggest the "Lines"(42) of -larvell's poem—shorter

by tv/o syllables than the length of an epic pentu-meter. Yet

this :!iore humble verse form, like the unassuming style of the

house, embodies a compliment to the Lord General. "According

to ^uttenhara, . ,a stanza of eight lines with eight syllables

in Co^ch line was known as the square of quadrangle equilater,

and 'Was considered .. noble stanza suited to epic verse, "^

Thus Marvell, though mathematically unaole "T'iramute/ The Circle

in the Quadrature" (45-46) , could commend the Christian virtues

of his patron in a stanzaic emblem of "^.-irfax's own humility.

Reseating in stanza seven the paradox of a great man

in a lowly dwelling through a personification of the house and
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its "distrest" (33) c^tterapts to honor Fairfax adequately,

Mctrvell makes c. clever reference to the cupola v;hich hecoraes

a " Spherical" (52) crown for the " Square " (52) -roofed hall.

With this return to '^ consideration of the physical charac-

teristics of Nunappleton the poet checks a tendency to move

too completely into the realm of " holy Mathematicks " (47)

ajid the abstrL.ct philosophy of the surabolisra of circles and

squares. Reserving for the moment his unique interpretations

of the country-house pastoral, Marvell can :;hen present some

other traaition^l motifs of the genre upon which his poem is

based.

After attempting to reconcile the paradox of'Konour"

in "Lowness" (57) throu^^h an appeal to the sense of decorum

by which "Height with a certain Grace does bend" (59), Marvell

dismisses the problem v;ith an assertion of the conventional

motif of "Use" (62). He declares that the estate is immune

from the "Pride" (64-) which "can condemn" (63) ambitious con-

stinictions and presents a final justification for the simpli-

ciiy of Hunappleton's design b:\sed solely or^ .he value of its

utility.

Brought back within the bounds of the country-house

poem tradition, Marvell presents ci,nother conventional motif

in his wittily contrived picture of the Fairfax family's re-

lationship to their rural neighbors. Lord :^airfax is a man

who-se hospitality touches both ends of the social scale. His

"Stately Frontispice of Poor" (65) is emblematic of the Lord
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General's charity and. kindness- tow^.rd tiie coraraon people of

the arec, while his " Furniture of Friends" (68) denotes the

easy pleasure with which he entert^iins those of his own social

class. These tropes reverse :Le usual developiaent of Marvell's

figures of speech. Mere the ..niraate " "^oor" and " Friends " be-

crae inanimate and decorative " Frontispice " and "Furniture."

Such a parallel ^noveraent of both social levels reinforces the

sense of rur_l democracy—a traditional element in poems of

this genre—and suggests a harmonious interaction of the natu-

ral and arcificial in an allegoricl extension of Fairfax's

own unifying virtues.

However, this union of natural and artificial does

not remain on the level of equality for Marvell adheres to

another convention of the genre by mentioning other estates

of the Fairfax family in the final stc^nzas of this first section.

" Bishops-Hill , . .

.

Denton/ Or Bilbrough " (73-74) may be more

elaborate than Nunapoleton and thus may more ec:.sily contain

the heroic proportions of their owner; but Nunappleton is com-

mended above these other estates for its natural beauty. In

a tone wixich echoes the arguments of the Mower poems, Marvell

announces the triumph of "Nature" (75) over the decorations

of "Art" (77) and presents a brief catalogue of the "fragrant

Gardens, shoddy 'Voods/ Deeo Meadows; and transparent Floods"

(79-80) which he will describe in dl their untouched loveli-

ness in the succeeding sections of the poem.

Yet Marvell does not .aerely develop a v/itty summary
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of the themes and motifs of the country-house poera in this

initiu.1 description of Nunap jleton, '.Vithin these first ten

Ptc^n2...s he alf o establishes the -Poundi.tions of a^soc iatioxis

v;hich will connect Fairfax's estate with God's oersoective

of temporal history and the virtues of contemplative retire-

ment. Although an emphasis on the Christian virtue of humili-

ty was pax't of the convention of the genre, Marvell's overtly

negative attitude toward the ambition of "Man unrul'd" (9)

suggests that Nunappleton may become an hortus conclusus, a

secluded garden centrally concerned with encouraging an imag-

inative vision of the spiritual man's relationship to the will

of God. T-e tone of contemptus mundi which domin.ited the third

sbu.nza of "Upon Appleton House" reinforces this emphasis on

man's place in God's realm. Viewing humanity as merely a

"v'/anton Mote of Dust" (22), Marvell can justifiably consider

as superfluous the worldly grandeur of a "hollow Palace" (19)

trimmea with "Mc^rble Crust" (21). He characterizes c.nd con-

demns in the same phrases, Tne indignant tone of "hollow" (19),

"lose" (20), "Crust" (21), "impark", "wanton", and "Mote" (22)

makes plain Marvell's outrage at the rampant ambition of the

proud men who built the Tower of Babel, and whose heirs now

glory in the mere subtle failures of the meaningless wealth of

their spiritually empty estates. Clearly the virtuous humility

and democratic hospitality which dve reflected in Fairfax and

his home must be associated with attention to the Values of

another world—a world outside the reach of material considerations
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where "Height" (24) is not ti.e primary goal and thus cannot be

associated with che depths of failure and ruin.

The other world to which Fairfax's humility points

is characterized by Marvell in images of the past and the fu-

ture. Looking backward both to "that more sober Age and Mind"

(28) of stronger Christian faith and to the pagan heroism of

" Romulus " in "his Bee-like Cell" (40) , and forv/.-^rd to the ado-

ration of Fairfax and his .vife, Marvell uses "when" (29 and 53)

to introduce both history and prophecy. Such a deliberate con-

nection of two extremes in time presents ^n assured and extra-

temporal view of history possible only from God's eternal per-

soective. Thus Marvell associates the Christian virtues of

Fairfax and his Kunappleton retreat with a special moment in

the immediate temporality of human existence. Intersected by

the omniscient eternity of God's time '.vhich can unite the glories

of the p^et and the hopes of the future with the virtues of the

present, the estate offers a positive vision of the ideal of a

conteraplc<,bive life.

As the eternal glory of God was made incarnate in the

mutable lowlinesr of a human body, so the "short but admirable

Lines" (42) of Ilunappleton and of the human figure—for "lines,"

like "?r...me" (1), is a word of multiple connotations for Marvell

—

may "equal" (48) the greatness of a virtuous man. In the sym-

bolism of " holy Mathematicks" (47) the " Circle " (46) represents

perfection, eternity, and the realm of God, v;hile the square or

"Quadrature" (46) is an image of the constancy and the limitations
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of earthbound iiicin. The man who lives a holy life on earth,

in tune to the harmony of bhe circular realm, ma;/ resolve the

ancient paradox—combining temporal and eternal virtues in an

earthly or " Squax^e " ('^2) being, Nunappletou contains Fw-irfax,

and ohe Lord General's physicl body holds the gradeur of an

i.amortc^l soul. The man is more divine than his home of wood

and brick and Fairfax's soul rightly deserves a nobler habita-

tion than his mortal body. In both instances an inferior and

fragile "Frame" (1) becomes the temporary abode of a higher

spirit, "Things greater are in less c^ntain'd" (44) as the

square of man and the circle of God are united in an existence

which makes the contemplative life of Nunappleton an emblem

of the perfection of a prelapsaric^n paradise.

An earthly paradise it^ not, however, the ultimate

goal of a virtuous Christian but merely a place of retreat in

'-.ich he can prepare his soul for the final communion with

God in Heaven. In lines which echo Fairfax's own inscription

"Upon the New-Built House att /^pleton"—
Thinke not o Man that dwells herein
This Houses a stay bub as an Inne
'Vch for Convenience fittly stands
In way to one nott made wth hands
But if a time here thou take ^est-
Yetfce thihkd Eternitys the Best,^

--Marvell insists th^t ti.e estate Wc;,s not built as a permanent

monuraenu to ..ts ovmer's glory. The hospitality extended at

•iunappletun is .iierel.y a token ox the "grace" (70) which God be-

stows upon man, an emblem for the correspondence of virtuous
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humanity and i;Vie order of Heaven,

rhe first ten stanzus of "Uoon^pleton Eouse" thus

not only place Marvell's poem .vithln trie tradition of the

country-house genre by including clever treatments of stan-

dard tLemes but also create a sensa of the ^jossibiliuy of a

correspondence of Heaven and earth in a revelo.tion of the

Vcilues of d. contemjlatiV': life, Fairfax's retirement is pre-

sented in this irJ.±ial section as ci positive ideal wiiich com-

bines the native virtues of the English country nobility with

the special ae-sociati-'ns of a Christicj-n living in response to

the direction of God,

First introduced by Bishop Sidonius /^ollinaris in

his"Burgus ^ontii Leontii", an ciccount of the history of the

estate and the geneology of the family is another convention

of the country-house poem which Marvell employs in the second

section of "Upon Applet ^n House". Yet, vvhile satisfying Pair-

fax's own interest in the family tradition which establishes

tho-t sense of legitimacy so important to the position of the
41

landed gentry^ Marvell's narrative of the "Progress of this

nouses Pate" (84} stands in striking contrast to the picture of

virtuous retirement u.nd attention to the demands of Heaven,

presented in the first sect I.^n of "Upon Appleton House" as

emblematic of Fairfax and his ITunappleton retreat. !?he story

of Isabella Thwaites, v/ho was imprisoned by nuns and rescued

from her captors by the bold tiU^ forceful Tilliara Fairfax, is

^
the reverse of the situation of the Lord General, who had
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reuired to the deliglit? of his gb.raen to escape the dangers

and brutal realities of the world of the Civil 'ut and "Par-

liamentary bcittletr-. warvell's hunii;.ne vision results in a cer-

tain ambiguity of tone, which echoes that of "A Dialogue be-

t'.veen tne Soul and Body" and prevents his narrative from being

classified as a single-iuinded attack upon the conteraplative

retreat of the nuns. The poet does, ho vever, treat the nuns

and the persuasions ti.ey offer Isabella as enough of an image

of the evils of retirement to allo'.v the values of an active

life to dominate this section of the poerao

The compliCc<,ti'..ns of Marvell's attitude tovVc.ru the story

he is about to relate are indicated by the paradox which begins

the narration. The idea of " Virgin Buildings " (36) as the

crec.tive foundation for the present estate is typical of the

anti-Catholic view of tsxe behavior of nuns common during the

seventeenth century. But this implicitly critical paradox may

also include a truth of English social history, since many of

the greau rurd estates were esta"blished with wealth, la.nd,

and buildings acquired at the dissolution of the monasteries

42
under Henry VIII, Having just such an origin, Nunap pieton

was actually "brought forth" (3S) by a"Ifunnery" (85).

Despite this fact of Nunappleton' s origin, Marvell pre-

sents u negative view of the life of religious retirement in

the initial stanzas of his historical narrative. After estab-

lishing the contrast between the flower imagery of che "blooming

Virgin Thwaites" (90) and the sense of dark foreboding which

surrounds the "gloomy Cloysters Gates"(39), Marvell proceeds
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in the next twelve stanzas to demonstrate tl.e cunning of the

"Suttle Nunns" (94). Their arguments ^jerouading Is..bella to

shun the 7orld of an active, married life and join the holy

order substantiate the negative connotations v/hich "Suttle"

acquires when used in reference to '.voraen who have supposedly

dedicated ti.eir lives to religious service.

The innocent c^nd "holy leisure" (97) offered as the de-

lightful reward for a life of religious seclusion .vill be re-

vealed in later arguments to be given over to idolatry, flattery,

visions of temportil rule, and a perverse cultivation of the

"Arts" (177)— all th.^.t Is hypocritical, unnatural, and cor-

rupting of virtue. Yet, within the implications of this initial

description there is a suggestion that Marvell is not only

satirizing convents and their distorted ideals but is dso at-

tacking the "A'hole conception of a v/ithdrawal from the world of

action, a conception which includes Fairfax's retreat, "Leisure"

(97) and innocence are essential characteristics of the hortus

conclusus at Nunappletun and are open to the perversions con-

nected with the false retirement of the nuns. Yet, if the Lord

Generd's retreat from the fury of the Civil War caabe likened

to the nuns' rule of shutting out "those wild Creatures, called

Men" (102), the parddoxical significance of "^Yulls" (99) and

"Bars" (101) must ulso be applicable to life at Nunappleton.

Such barriers .aay eliminate the menace of a corinipting worli;

but they may also present compelling limitations to ;he protected
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inhabitants' ;.ersonal freedoti, Aspociated with the possible

oerversion of its very essence and the Cwnstrlcting fortifica-

tions which allow an ideal existence to florlsh in the cor-

rujited garden of the world, ?airfax's life of contemplation is

not now as purely virtuous as the descriptions in section one

wo a Id have suggested.

The :aost "Suttle"of the nuns continues her description

of the activities of the convent in stanzas fourteen through

sixteen. The combination of military imagery in a characteriza-

tion of the nuns as "Virgin Itaazong" (106) robed in the "shining

Armour v/hite" (105) of the Cistercian habit and the sensual

alliteration describing their " Orient Bre^^ths perfumed" (109)

"''/ith insense of Incessant Pray'r" (110) creates an interesting

and not c oracle tely critical picture of tl.e very human nuns.

They go to great lengths to glamorise, though at the same time

falsifying, ti.e ideals of their situation. However, the pride

with which thay consider "Each one a Spouse , and each a Queen"

(118) with assured and material rewards "in Eeaven" (119) was

condemned by Marvell in the first section of the poem, with re-

gard to secular activities. Such an attitude is certinly not

acceptable in a house of religious devotion. A hint of the

dominance of art aS the sisters' "Needles paii.t/ The Pace and

Graces of the Saint " (123-124) and a tone of obvious self-

righteousness in the assertion that the virtuous "Lives" (126)

of the nuns themselves "the Saints best represents" (127) con-

clude this clever portrait of the delights and excesses of this
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raisdirected life- of retireTnent,

However, it is in the TTun's clever pars lasi oris to in-

dMce Isabella to ioi'^ the sisterhood that the "se-nsuo is

ex ihern Tce" and overt vices of this contemplative retreat

are best cha"^acte^ized. The ^un begins her apoeal to

Isabella -vith flattery _ _ a blasphemous compliment which

equates the noble virgin with "our Lady" (131). In an unbe-

lievable -''e--e^sal of the acceptable subiect and ob.iect, the

Mother of T-od is said to ''resemble" (132) Isabella. "NTot on-

ly is the <=;i"^l thus sanctified, but she is also practicallv

dei'fied i^ith the pov/er "a thousand saints to make" (135) by

the Ti^t of her "l^eauty" (134). Having; established Isabella

as "some thinly more then humane" (144) by such hyperbolic des-

criptioris, the ^^in now moves to the locrical conclusion that

"Twere Tac->-iled-3;e a Man t' admit / To holy thinp;s, for Heaven

fit (l'^9-140). MaT"riaa;e is o it of the question for s ich a

"co-secr-ated" (146) "Beauty" (145). Yet Isabella co ill be

tempted to ind il^^e in the self-righteous esteem of the nuns

by accepting Fairfax as her "Devoto" (152). In language

which seems a co-^-^uption of the imaginative vision of a medi-

tative exercise, the clover '^Tun attempts to flatte-^ Isabella

into i oiling the unwholesome retreat.

In stanza twenty the '^un moves '^r'om mere "^1 atte '-'"• to an

aooeal to Isabella's se^se of ambition. After admitti"'^ an

incoTis +-ancy which would permit the nuns to "bend" (156) thei->"

riles to fit Isabella's desires, she of'^ers the gi^^l the
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eqaivale'^t of temporal pwer in an op^nort'inlty to succeed.

the ''A."hT)ess" (l57) ani control the nunnery. Characterizing;

Isabella as a saint and miracle worker, the Uin emoloys a

'.vord used "by Marvell In "The "harden" to desc"^ibe the neta-

Tiorphosis by which an obiect becomes its essence. The 'vord

"rr-ro'v" ( 1 ^ ^0 chaH-^es "Virtues" (165) i^to "sanctity" (lo6)

and the simple convent into a shrine wo"^thy of nil/^yrima-f^es.

Recallinio; the prot^hecy of Fairfax and Vere's sai'ithood in

the first section of the poera, Marvell here is perhaps qua-

1 if vine!; evc^ those in'Toce-'-t celebrations of vi-^tne bv a re-

velation of the excesses of ambition.

The fi'-al temptation which the Nun uses to pe-^-Ruade

Isabell a to shu'^^ the world of men and marria^^e is the ian-

3:erous assurance that the "O-^de-""" (169) does not "banish"

all worldly enjoyments as "Vice" (173). Rather, she asserts

that "Delight" (l^O) and "sanctity" {li^S) can abide together,

in a perve-^se conco rdia, lis core , to cre.'ate a more pleasing

and "ne->"fect life, A. tru^ and balaiced union of "Ple.i3U"^e"

and "Piety" (171) would be an ideal existence; however, the

excessive sensiality of li^es 171-176 -justifies Marvel] 's

attack on the rit>ials of Catholicism which attempt to c-^eate

a svmbolic ecstasv b^'- the pe-^ve-^-sio--^ of the natural del iehts

of the seises to ille^idmate obiects. The dominarxje of "A.^tsl*

(177) and the luxu-rious images of "mortal fruit" (173), "Su-

Q^ars unco^-'-uptin,-^ Oyl"(l74) and "Sea-born A.raber" (iPo) ^eem

to be pa-"odies of the inao^ery of some of Crashaw's poems.
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Mart/ell coaches the enti-^e passa.'^e in ter-ms vvViicli echo his

earlier ar '-irae-its in favor of n ad ilte -rated natural 'ess

a^<ai7i3t the excesses of artifice,

Be.c^innln^ with the description of "handlin,,";'* "Matu'res

finest pa'-^ts" (178^ an undertone of lesbianism creeps into

the 'Tin's speech, Pa-radoxically, this is an unnataral re-

latio'ship between two people and is described as one of the

nvms ' "Arts" (l'^'7). This pervsr«se sexuality coitinues in

stanza twe^ity-four as the luxury of the p^^eceedin,;^ iniaj=!;es raerc-es

with a powe-rful temptation to ^et-^eat into a wo~ld of

"Pearls" (190) and "Chrystal" (192). The ima^zes a-e bea ;ti-

ful, and thus their excess is more danG;erois, Cominpc at the

conclusion of an aT^ument pe-'Suading Isabella to leave the

woT-ld of action for s loh a r-etreat, the fi^ju-^es point up

not only what IJarvell, and most of his readers at the height

of the Gounter-lef orraation, would define as the evils of

Gatholisism but also the dangers of a contemplative life

which is too self-conscious a:Mi too dominated by a concern

for the perfection of one's own soul. Munappleton could

become this for '^ai'^fax; and i.Ia"^Vell himself will face the

appeal of a woodland -^etreat in a later section of the poem.

The ve-ry real dangers of a false -retirement a-^e presented in

this imare o-f the cor-ivent from which "^air^ax's estate spr-rng

- - calli^-^g i-nto question the idyllic vie™ of contemDlative

life presented in Marvell's first descri-otion of the house.

In contrast to this revelation of the evils of a passive
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existence, Harvell praises action as a positive ideal when

V/illiam "^ai-fax "brings this family history to a tr-i'imphant

ooicl'ision. Fairfax's den'inoiation of the ni^is as "Hyoo-

crite /itches" (205) who "cheat" (204) "3anctity" (203) hy

"A.rt"(204) makes explicit vhat Marvell's more s ihtle cha^^ac-

te^ization had previoislv sus^'^ested. With clears ip-hted nraf^-

raatisin 'Villiam discloses the "vice" (216) "/hich has corT-mi—

ed- the very foundations of this "fraudulent" (214) house

of contemplation. He recop;nizes the fra~ile natu"^e of such

"^otten^iess hut "realizes too that, in coretint^ Isahella's pro-

De-^ty and wealth, the cleve:^ nuns may convince the o-irl to

loin their oi^de?". 3he would thus "perish" (22A) i^ the rerv-

^ral "'-^.uine" (^23) of all such ill-^^o rided institutions.

Yet the -^an of action cannot pursue his course without

so:T!e lep;itiinate do ihts a-id hesitations, "William must "^^ace

the c"^ucial na'^adox of usin^ force in the name of virtue to

destroy what is at least ostensibly the reli{T;ious haven of

cootemnlation and neace v.'hich he has been taught to "r-esnect"

(225). A sense of "Justice" (231 ) inherited from his father-

directs 'Vi^liam's martial "Gou"^a-?;e" (231), the le-^acy of

his mother's famil'^, as he strives to reconcile the "hours"

(230) with his '^elief in the justness of his "Souldier"

(232) instincts, 'io^veve-i", the doubts are resolved as "The

Oo iT"t him q;T"ants t'le lawful form" (234) to nrevent Isabella's

matria'^e to the Ghu-^ch - pa""adoxically an ""Tniust Divorce"

(23o) f-rora the world of love and an active life. Because
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the nuns "^0313^(240) his atterarjts at a peaceful ^je'-tle-

nent, "resolv'd bis oworrj he draws" (229) .

T.Ta-^vell di-i:-^eGse3 at this poirt in the action to -^e—

l^iig. a o->"ophecy of the -'^e'^.tness of the heirs of Isahella and

'Villiam ^ai"^"''ax. Although the pronouncements presented in

the tone of a classical o'^^acle ar-e rather ohscure and

cannot he ti^aced to any direct me'-ition of MaT-vell's patron,

the di^-«"ession is importr-^t in -'roundi'-g the histo^v of the

estate to the country-hou^e poem tradition and emphasizing

the legitimacy and -lory of the pr-esent Tf'airfax generation.

The pT"ophecy de^c^ihed in this stan2;a also implies a juig-

ment on the nuns' scheme. By preventing Isabella's marriage

to "7illiam the sisters a^e vexi'-^g time - - defyinq* "Pate"

(2^7) to "intercept" "the '^reat lace" (248) whose "successive

Valoir" (243) is to play a'n impor-tarvt part in the ma"'^tial

history of England,

The act'ial siege of the convent is de-oCi^ihe-^ in hur-

lesque te-'^ms. Military iraa-^ery revealing the falsity of

the Catholic idols pr-edomi'-iates as the nuns try to orevent

William's advarce with " Vooden 3aints "(250) ,, an "old Holy -

Tater lrush"(252) , and the "gingling Chain-shot" (?54) of

pt^ayer " Be ad s " (254). Marvell makes another -judgment on

the cha"^acter of the nuns in the eoigraramatic twist which

reveals that their "sharpest v/eapons "/ere their Tongues" (256) ,

•lowever such passive resistance is ineffectual when,

challenged hy decisive action, "Young ^airfax through the
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"/all does rise" (258). In a forceful triinph "Yilliara ex-

oo.ses the "superstitions vainly fear 'd" (260) and " '^e licks

£al3e"(26l) o"^ this 3troiip;hold of corrupted contemplation

and ca'>"i"ies a'vav the "i^ride. At the '^ouch of the inan of

action, the haven o^ false seclusion crumbles like the en-

chanted "Cattle" (270) of a medieval roraance which dissolves

when the spell is "broken. The "Death" (207) which '.Yilliam

•"ecoTiized as the coivont's eventual end has "in.ally

"Usposriest" (272) the "wasting cloister" (271)

.

T iT-ni '^ fron the destruction of the nuns' rule at

"inappleton to the dissolution of the rnonaste-^ies which

a;ave the property to the heirs of '7illiam and Isabella,

Ma"^vell concl-udes this section of "7pon Apple ton House"

with a paradox which emphasizes the raounti-'^ tension of the

poem. In anticipation of the " ?ilp;riTna:<;^e" (34) hy '^hich

"f'^e a^'ter \q:e"(33'l will pay tribute to the ^^ir+ues o"*^

Fairfax aid Vere, Tlunappleton is "now" a "^eli^Tious Ho ise"

(2S0'). But this sanctif ication cones as action tri iraphs

over contemolation and relictions ret"^eat, ''rue, the nuns'

retircTnent was excessive and misdirected; but pe^-haps these

same char^jes may to some dec:-^ee be bro i^ht a^ai-ist 'Fairfax's

retreat from a civil war he might have helped to end. Yet

the Lord 'General's retirement must also be positive; for

Nunapploton can only be "Relif^ious" (280) in so far as it is

the home of a man of moral stature, '^he pri'iciple of corres-

poTrtda^ce demands that it is "Fairfax's virtue which the
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estate -reflects. Kar\''eli is this r>everni^g the relation-

ship bet'veen nature and Cronmell found in "An Hom.tion Ode"

where CroTn;vell is co^isidered a nati-^al, and therefore divine-

ly-se-'t force because he imitates the pcJwers of Nature, An

unresolved na^adox reraains in "''T-oon A.npleton House" as "'^air-

fax, a viv'tuo'is man who has retired to a life of oonteranla-

tion— the i-nocence and leisure of which are onen to the same

self-"'"i'"'hteo is cor-^uption 'vhich desti"OYed the co •yent— is

commended as living in a noble estate 'vhich was founded on

the t-^iumnh of an active life, ^rom the eter -al per-spective

0^ lod the situation may present a true union of opnosites

in an ima-'j;e of celestial hanmony; hut from Ila'^vell's earth-

ly poi'-'t of view action a'':d co'iteraplation seem to be iiter-

twined in an irreco'ciable pa-^adox in these finst tv/o sec-

tions of the noem,

Bep^innin^ his ve'i^'^ion 0"f* the conventioi'^al to ir of the

grounds of the count:'^y estate with a view of IiO"^d 'Fairfax's

g'arden, Mar^.'"ell -fur-ther complicates the paradoxical situation,

presented in section two of ""Tpon Appleton Ho ise',' of a con-

templative life oursued on an estate which was f'ounded

throup;h the virtues of action. The Lord '^-enei^al 's p;aT"den,

an hortus conclus^ia. not ^'et cor">"upted b^' the excesses of

T^etineme^t cha'^acteristic of the convent, is described in

militar'y ima'^e-^y, a str*ategv which aTai'i confuses active and

contemplative values. And Marvell concludes this thi-»"d sec-

tion of his poem with a poignant lament for the contemporary
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situation in England that presents an arabiguous vision of

Fairfax's retreat.

The section opens with a description of the retired General's

landscaped gardens. Designed "In the just Figure of a Port" (286),

the flowerbeds become paradoxical reminders that a man who has

given his life to "warlike Studies" (284) cannot completely

change his perspective "v/hen retired... to peace" (283).

Instead, he merely redirects the application of his training.

However, the "five Baetions" (287) of this pastoral fort do

not merely form a harmless model of the real fortress of v;hich

Fairfax previously had command. The image also suggests the

spiritual fortifications which every man raust construct within

himself to protect "ev'ry Sense" (288) from the temptations

of "the World without" (99). Recalling the allegory of

Spenser's House of Alma (FQ IIo9) and the military attack

which pleasure, in "A Dialogue, Between the Resolved Soul,

and Created Pleasure," makes against each of the five senses,

the defenses of Fairfax's garden reveal that even a contemplative

retreat is subject to the threats of external corruption.

Having established the military metaphor with this initial

description, Marvell then elaborates tne conceit in a picture

of the "marshalled harmony""*"^ of Fairfax's garden. He combines

the realistic details of the daily awsikening of nature with

burlesque personification that makes the "Bee" (291) an alert

commander and the "Plow'rs" (293) obedient soldiers. The image

of the warrior bee, first employed by Pliny in his Natural

Eistorie Book XI, chapter 10, was a cora.non Renaissance figure.
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Ivlarvell was probably acquainted with this treatment of the

image in Cleveland's "Fuscara, or the Bee Errant, "^^ Yet

in this section of "Upon Appleton House" Marvell was not

merely repeating a conventional trope. With his insistent use

of such martial terms as "Colours" (290), "Dian," "Drurams"

(292), "Ensigns" (294), "Pan" (295), aad "Plask" (296), the

garden becomes a gaily bustling military camp — a living

model of the active existence which Fairfax had supposedly

left behind. The Lord General is still a military "Governour"

(297) and receives the proper "salute" (299) as he inspects

the blooming encampment with his wife, Marvell' s praise of

his patron's daughter, the " Virgin Nymph" (301) 7/hose beauty

surpasses that of the flowers in her father's garden, is

given in an imperative address to thef|:oral band and is a

subtle preparation for the sustained tribute in a later section

of the poem.

Commending the "Firemen" (305) on their honest and

straightforward4-6 "fragrant Vollyes" (298), Marvell employs

the device of synesthesia, 3y this metaphysical confusion

of the senses he most accurately describes the floral display

of " Colours" (310) and odors with which Fairfax's "Regiment" (311)

bombards its reviewers — that "shrill report" (307) which

'"Scchoes to the Sye and smell" (308), Marvell continues his

play of wit in stanza forty by comparing the closing leaves

of the "Tulip Pinke and Rose" (312) to folded banners and the

stinging bee to a cautious "Sentinel" (318). Yet he also
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imagines the garden at night, "v/hen the vigilant Patroul/

Of Stars walks round about the Pole" (313-314) , in preparation

for the change to a serious tone in the lament which follows.

Even with this preparation, however, it is an abrupt

shift to the solemnity of stanza forty-one with its consideration

of the vanished peace and harmony of England, The order and

serenity of Fairfax's garden prompts Marvell to recall the

glories of "that dear and happy Isle" (321) before the chaos

of the Civil War, The fanciful garden of Nunappleton becomes

an emblem for that molested "Garden of the 7/orld" (322) — once

the essence of perfection but now an image of paradise lost.

This idea of Engltmd as a garden wasted by civil war may have

been immediately suggested to Marvell by Mildmay I'ane's poem

"Anglia Hortus,"^^ although the motif was well-known in

Shakespeare's history plays, especially in the speeches of

Sir John of Gaunt and the Gardener in Richa.rd. III . The general

image of a garden as the symbol of the state has numerous

associations in the Bible and in clasrical mythology; but the

origin of the tradition is the Roman custom of recreating a

little world or empire within the design of a nobleman's garden,'^°

Marvell turns the convention to Lis own unique purposes, however,

as he associates both Nunappleton and pre-war England with

the designs of " Heaven" (324). Both gardens are like Eden

before the Fall, governed by God' s eternal perspective and

exempt from the limitations of time-,^^
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England, hov;ever, is a fallen paradise, "This visilile

world is no longer "but a picture of the invisible. "^^ v/hen,

in stanzas forty-tv/o and forty-three, Marvell again applies

a military metaphor to the gardens, it serves to express his

realization of the now apparently irreconcilable discrepancy

between the world "Which Heaven planted us to olease" (324)

and the "IVast" (328) of a land "overgrown" (343) by "7/ar"(343),

"Ordinance," and "Powder" (344). The vision of pastoral

peace —
ifVhen Gardens only had their Towrs,
And all the Garrisons were Plowrs,
'iVhen Hoses only Arms might bear,
And Men did rosie Garlands wear (331-334)

— '.vhich once prevailed through all creation survives only

in the mock reality of Fairfax's Nunappleton estate. Marvell'

s

feelings about the world's fall from a true state of pastoral

innoceoce are expressed in the bitter tone of stanza forty-

three. He writes with nostalgic gentleness of the time when

the "Gardiner" (337) was a figure of order, commanding "The

Nursery of all things green" (339). But it is with icy

precision that the _)oet defines the dominant weeds of "War"

that "overgrow" (343) tiie garden-state and give the " Souldiers"

(337) pre-eminence

o

Fairfax has again united the roles of gardener and military

commander in his retirement to the "five imaginary Forts" (350)

of the garden at Niinapoletono However, "^arvell suggests that

the lord General could have redeemed other "Gardens" (347) if

he had remained iraraereedtl in the temporal activity of the
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English crisis. It is with a tone of regret that Karvell

discloses that his patron did not follow Cromwell, that other

soldier-gardener who answered a divine call to "clirabe" from

"his private Gardens" "To ruine the great 'Jork of Time, /And

cast tne kingdorae old/into another Mold" ("An Horatian Ode" 25-36)

Yet the poet's final attitude is ambiguous; for Fairfax

too is fulfilling a destiny ordained by "God" (346), and Ms
choice of the garden fortifications over the "command" (352)

of the " Cinque Ports " (349) is another expression of virtuous

humility. That Marvell was to some degree in sympathetic

agreement with Fairfax's decision to retire to Nunapoleton

becomes more evident in stanza forty-five. In images which

continue the metaphors of cultivation while revealing the

fragility of the "Heaven-nursed -^lant" (355), Marvell puts

the Lord General's own statement of the justification of his

action into poetry. Speaking before a committee of the Council

of <=^tate in June of 1650 to explain his resistance to extending

the war into Scotland, Fairfax had saidr

'What my conscience yields unto as just
and lawful I shall followo.o My conscience
IS not satisfied and therefore I must desire
to be excused, » ^-^

And in his Memorials the Lord General wrote; 'Every man must

stand or fall by his own conscience'. 52 Hecording that

"Conscience" (354) was indeed the sensitive plant that his
patron cultivated, Marvell again asserts that Fairfax is

guided by attention to the "eternal, and divine" (359).
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Marvell does not, however, remain with Fairfax in this

sunernatural realm but descends immediately to the scene before

him. Returning to the natural setting of Nunappleton and the

witty diction of his initial description of the garden, the

poet now asserts that the sense of sight is itself the

"invisible Artilery " (362) of the flowery "Bastions " (361),

The eye's "Beams" become the "Batteiy" (364) as Harvell directs

the attack against the neighboring " Cawood Castle " (363)o

This estate was a seat of the Archbishop of York until 1642;

but the "Prelate " (366) whose "Ambition" (366) Marvell condemns

may be John Williams, of whom Fairfax had written in 1637:

',,, it (his being in the Tower) is a just i-p

judgment for his infinite pride and ambition.,.'-'

The assult is not sustained, however, as Marvell' s attention

moves quickly over the landscape surrounding Nunappleton to

rest on the "Meads" (367) to which he vdll now descend.

Although paradoxicairLy described in the military imagery

of active life. Lord Fairfax's garden ultimately embodies

a sympathetic presentation of the heavenly virtues of contemplation.

However, as Marvell descends into the "Abbyss" (369) of "that

unfathomable Grass" (370), the initial pastoral scenes shift

in movements o..' increasing disorder and cruelty vhich are

emblematic of England during the chaos of the Civil Y/ar,

In section three of "Upon Appleton House" Marvell revealed

that God's realm remained on earth at least in the seclusion

of Nunappleton. But in this fourth section the meadows

adjoining the Fairfax estate seem to reflect the tumult of
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a life of human actiono A sense of tension again pervades

Marvell's poem as the traditionally peaceful naeadov/s become

bloody battlefields and images of a topsy-turvy world —
threatening the order of the Lord General' s garden and reversing

the context of Marvell's military imagery from a situation which

is finally pleasing to a state from which the poet wishes to

escape.

As he enters the meadows, Marvell is moving from the

realm of discipline and artifice in the garden to the world

of nature. The transformation which such a movement implies

is expressed by the image of "Men like Grasshoppers" (371)

in the opening stanza of this section, Marvell may be

intending a Biblical allusion with this metaphor, specifically

recalling Numbers; 13:33 — "And there v/e saw the giants,,,

and we were in our ov/n sight as grasshoppers, and so were we

in their sight," However, in "Upon Appleton House" the

"Grashoppers are Gyants" (372); suggesting a reversal of

human and natural situations as Marvell immerses? himself

deeply in the process of Nature. The poet's attitude to;vard

such complete involvement in the world of the creatures seems

ambiguous. The idea that the insects may "Laugh" (373) at

the men who have attempted to join a 7/orld of natural growth

and in the process denied cheir positions as human beings —
now walking "more low" (374) than the "Grashoppers" — has

negative connotations. Yet, this reversal of positions also

has the positive result of encouraging communication between
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the v/orlds of men and insects. Prom their new height the

grasshoppers seera more inclined to "call" (376) to the poet

and his companions.

Having initiated his description of the meadows surrounding

Nunappleton with, an ambiguous conception of man's immersion in

the world of Nature and a picture of the reversal of normal

values and points of view v/hich comes in such a total invol<i»Dent,

Marvell then views the scene from another perspective. The

image of the meadow as a sea and the men as divers continues

the sense of immersion presented in the opening stanza. The

world of "green spir's" (376) is as vast as that "under "Tater" (379)

and causes a similar disorientation in uhose who try to make

their way through the unfamiliar regions. The "Bottom" (384)

of the natural realm seems to be attaina,ble, however; and the

"Flow'rs" (333) 'vhich are brought up with the soundings present

a charming image of the traditionally oastoral meadows scene.

Yet metamorphosis is the dominating characteristic of

these fields. And so Marvell quickly shifts, with references

to the scene-chan£;ing devices of the Renaissance theatre, from

this vdtty opening description of the meadows with only a hint

of negative connotations in the reversal of Iiuraan and natural

situations to another more serious vision of tliC fields

surrounding- Lord Fairfax's estateo"' The seasonal context of

the section changes from s ^ring or summer to autumn as "The

tawny Mowers enter next" (338), 7ith the introduction of these

figures Marvell' s narrative begins to develop on at least two
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levels of association. In the traditional context of tlie

country-house ^;oem Marvell has replaced tiie contemplative

shepherd and his peaceful flocks v/ith a more vital and active

mower whose occupation of necessity involves a certain amount

of violence and destruction. On this level the mower episode

presents a view of the life of action end a consideration of

the values and excesses of such a mode of existence. On a

second level, however, the mowers become metaphors for soldiers

and their harvest becomes a battle. i'here are .aany literary

precedents for this image of the soldier as a reaper under the

master mower Death. One of the most familiar may be found in

the tenth book of Virgil's Aeneid as Aeneas mows down lines

of men as he seeks Turnus,^^ And, in addition to the numerous

classical sources, the metaphor of v;ar as harvest and soldiers

as mowers has a place in Christian literature. The most notable

Biblical examples of this image are the reaping angel of

Revelations 14:14-19 and the abundant scripitural comparisons

of men to grass, -'^

i3y describing the mowers as " Israalites " ('^89) Marvell

particularizes the battle imagery and makes an indirect reference

to the Civil War which had thrust England into the world of

action, :he poet recalls a Biblical association in his

identification of the mowers for the people of Israel were

designated as God's chosen wasters. in Genesis 32:28 and Exodus 16c

Yet iviarvell is also identifying these mowers as tne soldiers

of Cromwell' s forces: for the divinely- sanctioned Lord Protector
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often refered to his army a? "the people of God, "55 ^he

mower episode is from the beginning presented as an image of

the state of England during the Civil War, but the Biblical

allusions prevent this image from being one which can be

immediately rejected as an instance of the corruption of the

world of action. Continuing the opening image of the meadow
as a -green Sea- (390) which suggests the ^ed Sea through

which the Children of God passed unharmed, Marvell follows

the Horatian precedent of linking the metaphor of war as

harvest with the image of civil war as a flood. 56 q^ ^^^^

more political level as well as on the level of a witty variation
of the conventions of his original genre, fJarvell is preparing

i the reader for at least a partially sympathetic vision of the

active world outside ::he confines of Fairfax's estate.

The metaphors and associations that Marvell suggests in

j

stanza forty-nine to .Unk the mowers' episode to a oicture of

;

the Civil War seem to stand as subtle references which illuminate
the general context of the succeeding verses rather than as
precise figures to be minutely worked in the remainder of the
fourth sec. ion. 57 ^he unexpected and accidental death of the
"Rail!: (595) at the hands of one of the mowers reveals how the
precarious relationship between man and Nature can be shattered
by a single action. Yet, even ^s an image of the fallen man
who may be alienated from the creatures of the world, the g-uilty
mower feels some symoathy for the innocer.t bird. He recognizes
the divinity of its unspoiled realm and fears the consequences of
his unintentional violence.
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Hov/ever, the raowertg speculation on the fateful significance
of the "bloody. oe Stroke" (397-398) is interrupted by the

appearance of "bloody Thestylis" (401). Marvell perhaps borrowed
the name from Virgil, who uses it in at least two quite different
instances. In Eclogue II Thestylis is a country maiden who

brings refr.^shraents to the reapers, 58 but in book eight of

the Aeneid she is an Amazon in pastoral dress, ^^ Both figures
are combined in Marvell- s character: for, while "Thestylis"

may represent a camp-follower indulging in the excesses of

a long war, she also reflects an insensitivity to the beauties
of the natural world which contrasts with the sympathy of the
mower, ihlle representing mankind out of touch with God's
eternal perspective, "Thestylis" also Las a less serious

function: she comes out of the narrative context of the poem
to comment on .Marvell 's work. i,er Biblical allusion to

"Quails" and "Manna" (408) echoes 3xodus 16:13-14 and may
be an ironic demonstration of the danger of working out too

literally any of the poet's associations - in this case the

reference to the mowers as "Israelites" (406).

Having allowed one of his characters to present her
comments on the movement of the Poem, it seems only .^tural
that Marvell should now offer his own perception of the action.
He takes tne occasion of the death of the birds to consider
the precariousness .f retirement and humility in a society
where normal values and principles of order are so easily
reversed, as the opening .metaphor of the grasshoppers revealed
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the world of tlie meadows to represent. Recalling associations
worked^in tlie opening section of the poem, where "Hight" was
equated with pride and -Lovvness" (411) with humility, Marvell
now presents the distressing reality that neither state is
protected from violence. nhe rails' nest, and by implication
Fairfax's Nunappleton, may escape malicious destruction by
those who envy its position; but both dwellings are still open

:

to a "Chance.. (412) attack which would have the same disruptive

,

result, rhe idealism of a pastoral existence fades in the

I

face of such undeniable truths of the world of action.

There is no escape from this reality of death; for the
only solution I.Iarvell can offer to the birds is one which
contradicts the natural order of cheir lives — "Or sooner
hatch or higher build" (417). And for Fairfax too a comolete
peace would be impossible: for "The Mower now commands the
Field" (418). in the England of 1650 there seems to be no
hint of a reconciliation between the contemplative and active
values of life, m stanza fifty-three, Marvell makes the

associations of the meadow and the battlefield explicit.

;

Although the OSD cites line 419 as the first instance of the
use of "Traverse-, to mean a passage cut through a field, the
sense of this stanza seems to be clarified by taxing the
word as a reference to a painted curtain used in the theatre. ^^

This definition carries out the tneatrical imagery which .^ns
through ^.; this fourth section and explains that a Juxtaposition
Of the painting and the scene in the meadows would reveal that
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both views describe the same battleground. The disorder of
the ..Meads" (421) is a reflection of the disruptive effects
Of the Civil ',7ar, Just as the meadow is clearly a microcosm
of England.

Yet Marvell see:is aware both of the possibility cf

comparing a harvest to a battle and of the discrepancies of
such a metaphor. The meadows still have the quaint beauty of
a pastoral scene as the mowers and ladies "dance" "the
Triumphs of the Hay" (426) and conclude their celebrations
with the kisses of conventional shepherds and shepherdesses.
An attempt to lift tl.ese pastoral delights to the level of I
military victory celebration with al.Lusions of epic dimensions
merely underlines the final humor in any description of a
battlefield of hay. The mowers cannot be seriously oomnared
to " Alexander .. (428) and the "Cocks" (433) of hay would make
very "Short Pyramids'. (438) and certainly inappropriate
"Soldiers Obsequies" (4.40),

Harrell does not, however, fix his attention on either
the seriousness or the humor of the meadows as an emblem of
the battlefield of England, The stage maohinery turns again
to provide the poet with "A new and empty Paoe of things" (442)
upon Which to paint his images. Initially i.arvell sees the
unspoiled meadow as a type of the perfect beauty of Hden;
but, perhaps recalling the disorder of his earlier descriotlons,
he quickly moves to a more sinister metaphor. The fields
become a bull-ring in Spain - now undisturbed but ultimately
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to be marred when "the Bulls enter" (448) <,

Yet it is "Cattle" (452) rather than bulls which enter

the meadow — described briefly as a model for the ty )e of

egalitarian society envisioned by the " Levelle rs" (450),

With this pastoral view of the grazing cattle 'larvell returns

to the comparison of the fields with the "World when first

created" (445). He likens the rural scene to a painting described

in Davenants's unfinished poem "Gondibert." In the picture,

which was to represent the six days of creation, Davenant

says txiat "th» Universal Herd" (456) was to appear on the

sixth day.

Maintaining a clever balance between sensuous delight and

intellectual entertainineut which is reminiscent of the wit of

Cleveland, 62 Tiapyell describes the grazing cattle by a

catalogue of images originating in the rhyme of "Grass" (457)

and "Glass" (458). The herd is seen in a succession of

conceits to resemble freckles "on Faces" (460), "?leas" (461)

under a glass slide before being viewed through a micro scone,

and the pattern of " Constellations " (464) moving across the

heavens. The rapid presentation of analogies reflects Marvell's

conception of change as the controlling characteristic of

this meadow "Landskip" (458) and gives the scene a beautiful,

dreamlike quality. Seeing catcle as stars Marvell collapses

the dimensions of time and space to suggest a correspondance

between this natural loveliness and a heavenly beauty. For a

moment the pastoral scene becomes a visionary emblem of celestial

serenity and tiraelessness.
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Plcvever, this raoraent of quiet beauty ie only very

fleeting: for the "pleasant Acts" (465) of this fourth section

are concluded with a return to tne forceful action of the

rising river. Che overflowing Uthai^ ' (466) literalizes the

poet's earlier descriptions of uhe aeadow as a "Sea" (468);

but Marvell is orobably also suggesting the classical metaphor

of the inundation of civil war. A recurrence of such a political

flood might "invite" Lord Fairfax "away" (470) from his

Nunappleton retreat.

As the river overflows its banks Marvell finds an instance

of a -vitty phenomenon — the absorption of an object within

itself — for the Denton "in it self is drown'd" (471).

Emphasizing the ambiguity inherent in a water-meadow and

recalling his tribute to the land-sea of Holland in "The Character

of Holland," Harvell brings down the curtain on this section

with a vision of the supreme chaos of a world-uoside-down.

Thir topos again presents the paradoxical reversal of normal

values and expectations suggested by the initial grasshopper

metaphor. Although the flooding of the meadows and the

deluge of the Civil Warmqc^be finally beneficial in renewing

the vita.lity of the native soil, the disorder of these interruptions

remains strange and terrifying. The scene is such that Marvell

wants to avoid a detailed description of the chaos;

Let others tell the Paradox,
How Eels now bellow m the Ox;
Kow Horses at their Tails do kick,
Turn'd as they hang to Leeches quick-
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liow Boats can over Bridges pail;
And Pishes do the Stables scale

I

How Salmons trespassing are found;
And Pikes are taken in the ^'oundo (473-430)

Such disorder in the meadow — as the "Mower .00 commands

the Pield" (418) in a triumph of the world of action — may

be against the natural expectations of optimistic men; bat

the chaos is factual and emblematic of reality as I.Iarvell

perceived it in the England of the 1650 's. In the face of such

a world the contemplative retreat of Nunappleton seems perhaps

a little self-centered: for one cannot help but remember

that, by entering actively into the events of the war, Fairfax

I

might have helped to re-organize the country. Yet the tension

I

created by a juxtaposition of the Lord General's garden and

j

the meadows outside the estate works in two directions. The

I

reality of tne active world suggests that Fairfax should

abandon his retreat; but the excesses of the forceful existence

are also real threats to a man's mental peaceo Marvell can

,

sympathize with his patron's decision to retire from the war:

for, when faced with the topsy-turvy world of the flooded

;
meadows, the poet too takes "Sanctuary in the 7/ood" (432).

It is with a great sense of relief that Marvell, "retiring

i

from the Flood" (431), enters the woods of ^Tunappleton. Having

^

exercised his wit inventing metaphors to describe the ever-

changing activities of the meadows, he can now enjoy an

atmosphere which allows a man to re-capture that intelligent

sympathy with his natural surroundings given to him by God at

the Creation. After the disordering movement of the meadows
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section the woods allow t/ne poet, in tne tradition of the

Platonic philosophers, to gain from natural mentors a perspective

on history and the life of man which is based on an eternal,

divine vision.

The fifth section of "Upon Appleton House" opens as yia2?vell

prepares to "irabark" (433) upon his woodland adventure — a

clever pun involving associations with the boat mentioned in

the final view of the water-meadow, the "Ark" (434) of this

initial stanza, and the trees of the forest the poet will

explore. As part of Fairfax' s estate the woodland shares

the Christian restraints of the Lord General's house and gardens.

By alluding to Noah's "Ark" (434) Marvell suggests that the

temperate and chaste life of the patriarch' s ariiraals v/ill be

reproduced in the behavior of the creatures of the woods.

The forest becomes an image of safety and plenty; its trees

are "Pit Timber" (486) for Noah's own refuge. However, the

image of the voods as a "Sanctuary" (432) suggests that

Marvell was also alluding to tx^e "Ark" (434) of the Covenanto

Thus, from the beginning the forest becomes a place of sacred

contemplation associated with divine wisdom and heavenly

virtues.

Although by this point in the narrative Marvell has gone

far be./ond the conventions of the country-house poem, he returns

to the tradition in stanza sixty-two. By identifying the

"double 'Vood of ancient Stocks" (439) with the "Union" (490)

of the families of Fairfax and Vere, Marvell makes the trees
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the subject of an extended conceit corapliraenting the ancestry

and future of his patron. The tone of tiiis stanza is courtly,

as the poet refers to the military fame of both "Pedigrees " (491)

whose branches, like the trees in the Kunappleton woods, were

trimmed "in y/ar" (4-93) <. Yet the trees also reflect the

contemplative life now pursued by the Fairfax family: for

they "to Heaven shooting are" (494) in imitation of the

Lord General's attention to the cultivation of heavenly virtueSo

Praising his patron and the family ancestors, Marvell concludes

' .s compliment with a witty assurance of the iraraortality of

the great line. The trees are living pillars of continuity —
exhibiting a "green Age" (496) of perpetual youth which suggests

the timeless extension of Fairfax' s progeny.

After ^his tribute to the glories of his patron's family,

Marvell considers the woods of the Fairfax from two perspectives.

Seen from the outside the trees seem to form a solid mass —
"so closely wedg'd" (505) that it suggests a " Fifth Element"

(502) and seems to enclose the vast terrors of "the I'ight" (504).

This vision is a witty inversion of the proverb "You Cc.n»t

see the forest for the trees" and presents an image of the

woods as a fortress which will be difficult for the joet to

enter. Marvell seems to have no such trouble, however, for

the forest "opens passable and thin" (506) as the trees become

columns supporting ornate " Corintbean Porticoes" (508). In

an image '.vhich may have its source in a Latin poem "Secessus,
63

Aniraae Templura" by Benlowes, Marvell sees the woods as a
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"Temple green" (510) with "Quires" (511) of singing birds.

This association strengthens the religious context of the

ooet's retreat as the woods becoine as much of a " Religious

House " (280) as Fairfax's Ilunappleton, However, Marvell does

not neglect the witty aspects of his descriptions when suggesting

serious Christian connotations*. In a Paradoxical reversal

of the roles of Nature and Art, the trees are said to imitate

the designs of an architectural style.

having presented these general descriptions of the forest,

Marvell now becomes raore conscious of life in the woods and

goes on to consider the "winged Quires" (511) v/hich inhabit

this natural sanctuary. As shown in figure 2o the " Nightingale "

(513) is associated in the Renaissance tradition of emblem-

writing with the faithful instruction of its youngo^ Marvell

may be suggesting a connection between the bird and his patron:

for in a later section of the poem he v/ill praise Fairfax's

" Discipline severe" (725) in raising his daughter ^Aariao However,

Marvell also emphasizes the natural and courteous humility of

this model bird. Adorning "Low Shrubs" (515) with her "Musick

high" (516), the nigntingale reflects the virtuous humility

of the Lord General himself as he expresses his noble cliaracter

in the simple architecture of Nunappleton, Courtesy and

humility seem to be natural virtues: for the "highest Cakes" (517),

images of Jhat "Height" which "with a certain Grace does bend" (59),

listen thoughtfully to the nightingale's song. There is a

sympathetic communion among all the creatures of nature in an
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A Nightingale instructing its Young

Nachtigall Ichrt ihre Jwigcn das Singeii

MELIOR DOCTRINA PARENTVM.

Vt caucrc alma docet pullos pliilomela tciiellos,

Sic genitor gnatos format ct ipse plus.

Bcsscr ist die Lclire dcr Eltcrn

Wie die holde Naclitigall Hire zarten KIciiien das Siiigcn lehrl,

so crzielu einjroininer Voter seine Kinder selbst.

Arist. hist. an. 536b; Pluc. soil. an. 20; Acli.in. dc an. Ill 40

Plin. nnt. hist. X Sjf.

Figure 2,
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ap.)reciation of the bird's melody which Marvell niu?t al?o

feel to be able to reco,\;nizeo

Yet the poet prefers the erableraatlc love- songs of the

"Stock-doves" (323) to the instructive niu.cic of the nightingale.

As illustrated in figure 3. these birds are traditionally

associated v/ith chastity in marriage and purity in religious

thought. Marvell is perhaps refering again to Lord and Lady

Fairfax in this image of the "Sadder, yet more pleasing" (522)

harmony which the doves express: for the birds, like the Lord

General and his wife, are sensible retirerSo 'Yhen threatened,

the doves retreated "unto the Elms" (526) as Fairfax took

refuge in his wooded estate. And although the "Cause" (525)

for which the doves "m.urn" (527) is not identified, the hiotive

behind the Lord General's retirement iso By associating his
patron with the mourning doves, r.larvell thus suggests that

retirement is not completely idyllic when prompted by an
external force.

The human-seeming characteristics of the birds so

fascinate the poet that he moves deeper into the woods in
search of other n^itural emblems and completely overlooks "the
Bed/Of gelid Straw-berreys" (529-530), After a brief glimpse
of the "hatching Thrasties shining Sye" (532), Marvell

witnes.?es the amazing spectale of a "Heron" (533) "Stork-like" (555)
sacrificing its first born as a "Tribute to its Lord " (536).

A stork, on leaving a home where it has built a nest, was

supposed to leave one of its young behind as payment for the
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Doves represent an Ideal Marriage

Castae pcrsistLint actcrno in aniorc columbae,

Quo sint luiniani rcgula conjiigii.

Trciic Vcrhindimg

Die ^iiclilij;at Tmhcn Imllai niieinaiidcr [est in cwigcr Licbc. Da-
iialb scllcii sic Riihtscliiiiii fiii die mensMichc Ehc seiii.

Arist. hist. an. 612b; Acli.i,,. de an. Ill 44, X 331 Nath. Chytr. last.

Fcbr. (r|; P/,„. „at. Imi. X 104; Pliilcs, prep. mi. 456^ --I .,64;
Dioiiys. cic ,11'. / 24, zy, Tcrlidl. moiw^. S; I 'tdcri.m. hieros' "

'
' <'/,'

Bar^n^li, Inipr. S. ig}

C.ini. Ill

Nr. 63

Tiirteltauben

CONIVNCTIO FIDA.

Figure 3o
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owner, rhe recipient of the heron's "Tribute " (536) may be

God, whose realm includes all of tne na':ural world, or Lord

Fairfax, the owner of uhis particular woods. Figure 4. shows

that herons and storks are also emblems for virtuous family-

life and married fidelity. °^ The bird may thus offer another

complimentary reference to Marvell' s patron; and its sacrifice

of "The eldest of its young" (534) may be an oblique allusion

to Fairfax's loss of an infant daughter, Slizabeth.^?

In his observation of the "Nightingale'' (513), the "Stock-

doves" (523), and the "Heron" (533) Marvell has been primarily

interested in associating the iniiabitants of Lis forest retreat

with characteristics of his patron and thus equating his own

retirement from the flooded meadow with Fairfax's decision

to leave the chaos of a v/ar-torn country, flowever, as he

moves into a consideration of the "Ee wel's wonders" (537) the

poet combines precise observation with sophisticated allegorizing

to gain a divine perspective on the history of England through

an understanding of the orocesses ^f Nature. As he watches

the woodpecker clean the Wood-moths" (542) from the trees,

Marvell explicitly associate? the bird's actions with the

"care" (538) of a woodcutter; but he is probably expecting his

readers to recall other symbolic references which relate the

hewel to three basic forces of human life. The myth of the

transformation of Laurentian Picus into a woodpecker by Circe

as punishment fur his rejection of Ler love suit and the rage

which prompted him to inflict wounds on the branches of the
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A Stork caring for its Young

SEE heare the ftorkc prouides with tender care,

And bnngeth meate, vnto her hatched broode:

They hke againe , for her they doc prepare,

Whenfliec is ouldc , and can not gee her foodc •

Which teacheth bothe, the patente and tlie chule,

Theire duties heare , which eche to other owe

:

Firftj faihers mull be prouident , and milde,

Vnto theire fruiiSie , till they of age doe growe :

And children , mufle with dutie ttill proceede,

To reucrcncc them , and heipe them if they necde.

Aelianos lib, ro»

cap. 1 6.

Idem libro 8.

cap. 21. vbi de

natura Ciconjo?^

mua fabula.

Defefum fertur fortare Ckonia pdirem,

Him sHa pigttu /kniia mtatur aue. .

Paradiiis. per
tiras.

Aifarifia

figure 4.
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trees in revenge for the cruelty of the godess is known in

many classical sources, including the seventh bowk of the

Aeneid and the fourteenth book of Ovid's MetamorphoseS p Phis

legend associates the bird with the power of religion and is

the origin for the interpretation of the woodpecker's actions

as a display of violt^nce or anger, in reco;i;nition of tiiese

i'fiages of wrath und destruction, the Romans often equated the

woodoecker with the god of war. Yet the bird also had classical

connections with Jupiter and thus became a symbol of the force

of justice working in nature o^^ It is with these metaphoric

references to the forces of religion, war, and justice in

mind that Marvell interprets the natural lesson of the wood-

pecker's actions and relates these acts to the political events

of his own time.

As Marvell watches the bird examine the trees to judge

which are "fit to stand and which to fell" (544-), he notices

that the v/oodpecker selects "for his building" (549) a "hollow

Oak" (548), corrupted by harboring a " Traitor- y;orm" (554).

The hewel's "feeble St -ok'" (552) easily destroys the already

ruined tree; but the "Worm" (557) that originally produced

the "tainted Side" (550) has no share in the "triumphs" (557)

of this downfall. Instead, the v/orras become food to sustain

new life in the "Hewels young" (558), Thereby the corrupting

influence is eliminated as natural life florishes. The tree

is "content" (559) with this favorable outcome of its "fall" (559),

and the poet too must consider this vision of the restoration
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of Nature in a cycle of deatli and birtii to be a oositive emblem

of hope in continuity.

Yet this lesson of the processes cf the natural world carries

implications about the history of mankind and his society

which Marvell can transfer into the context of the English

Civil V/ar, The oak is traditiona,lly the tree of state; and

thus its "fall" (559) may be a type of the disruption of

the British state by the forces of war, which are also the

forces of religion and justice. England, like the "tallest

Oak" (551), is seen as "corrupt within" (555); but like the

tree's, the country's rain may be a cleansing and rebirth.

As natural life is restored through the violence which overwhelms

the oak and its " Traitor- 701111 " (554), so the English government

may be revitalized by the purging force of civil conflict,,

Viev/ing the chaotic situation in England from the contemplative

retreat of his woodland "Temple" (510), Marvell is thus able

to apprehend these c.ycles of history. He is considering the

world cf men from the eternal perspective of God and therefore

may see the divinely-ordained movement of earthly time v/hich

will eventually rectify the present chaos.

Conscious of the philosophical ":ruths '.vhich he has

glimpsed in these natural metaphors, :iarvell nov/ asserts both

his identification with the creatures of the woods and the

increased understanding whicii this active sympathy allows.

In his raind the poet considers himself easily transformed

into the "Fowles" or "Plants" (564) which inhabit his
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woodland retreat: for his sense of liarraony with these natural

beings makes any laetafuorphosis imaginable. The actual changes

never occur, hotuever, for Marvell does not sprout "'Yings" (565)

to become a bird or begin to walk on his head to resemble

a "Tree" (568). Although he mentions :he topo s of man as an

"inverted Tree" (568), Marvell does not seem to be centrally

concerned v/ith any of the explanations of this commonplace

outlined by A. B . Chambers, " The poet would probably agree

with the classical interpretations of this emblem ofi'ered by

Plato and Aristotle to ai'firm the "spiritual origin, end, and

purpose of man, "^'^ but he seems primarily interested in

emphasizing ihe fact that he is at one with the world of this

"green, yet growing Ark" (484). The extent of Marvell'

s

sympathy with the creatures of the forest is measured by the

fact that he can communicate by "Language" or by "Signs" (571)

with the, birds and will notice the slightest trembling of a

"Leaf. ..in the ',Yind" (575).

However, Marvell does not have merely a harmonious relation-

ship with the forest iniiabitants; he also learns from "Natures

mystick Book" (584), The "scattered sibyls Leaves" (579) move

the poet's "Phancy" (578) to considerations of bjth future

"Prophecies " (578) and past "History" (579). In the natural

record of "all the Plumes" (580) the temporal perspectives seem

to collapse as Marvell is again instructed in the cyclical

view of civilization. ^^Qne History" (579) is all that is

needed when the entire scope of man's existence can be found
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in "this light Mosaick" (532), Yet, if the colors of the

falling "Leaves" (577) contain all the worldly and divine wisdom

of "Rome, £reece, and Palestine " (381), one must "read" the

"Mosaick" (532) as an image of the light in the burning bush

as seen by Moses, Influenced by the Spenswians, Marvell

maintains the old symbolic viev/ of Nature as the Divine

Hieroglyph,, reflecting the truths of classical antiquity,

the lessons of the Old Testament, and the universal wisdom

of Christianity, Time and eternity intersect as Marvell

finds that "Natures my stick Book" (534) is an earthly product

of the heavenly art of God,

Yet the poet cannot remain on the level of serious

contemplation: for a realization of the divinity of Nature

moves Marvell to a witty consideration of the proper "Mask"

or garb for such "studies" (535), The "Oak-Leaves" (537) and

"Ivy" (539) surround the poet like the fruits in "The Garden"

to envelop him in an " antick Cope " (591) or vestment of green,

fitting for hLs office as the "great Prelate of the Grove" ( 592)

o

The allegory is not sustained, as Marvell falls "On Pallets

swoln of Velvet Moss" (594) to rest from the mental labor of

studying tLese natural lessons; but the poet has presented a

memorable image of the religion of this "Temple green" (510),

The " Religious House " (230) of the woods becomes another

raetaphoric fortress in stanza seventy-six, as the divine wisdom

of nature defends the o^et against the temptations of "Beauty" (603)

and "the '.Yorld" (605), Like Fairfax's garden, the forest of

Nunappleton shuts out the chaos of the Civil 'Var; but Marvell'

s
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refuge seems even luore secure than that of his patron,

since the forest is not described in the martial imagery of

that realm it attempts to exclude. The poet can "play" (607)

in his woodland retreat, for he has triumphed over the

"Horsemen" (60S) which were the most savage weapons of the

armies on both sides of the conflict.

The security of this natural fortress is not, hov/ever,

a quality which Marvell can maintain alone. He thus appeals

in stanza seventy-seven to the plants of the forest to "Bind"

(609) hira authoritatively to the "place" (612), In lines which

echo Milton's "Lycidas" and Saint Amant's "La Jouyssance""^-*-,

Marvell suggests that the man who can exhibit an active

sympathy with the natural realm may also "break" the "Silken

Bondage" (614) set up for his own protection by the " 7/oodbines"

(609) and the "gaiding Vines" (610)j for he is both destroyer

and gardener. The crucifixion imagery of lines 615-616 has

disturbed many critics who either attemot to explain av/ay or

merely contemn wiiat they judge to be liarvell's excessive passion

or masochistic tendencieSo However, the apostrophe to the

"Brambles " (615) and the "courteous Briars " (616) seems to

function primarily as a re-assertion of the spiritual

authority of the woods. As he prepares for a spatial and

temporal shift which will link the woodland section of

"Upon Appleton House" to his concluding tribute to Maria

Fairfax, Marvell seeitis intent upon emphasizing tha.t the forest

of Nunappleton is a contemplative retreat governed by a divine
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perspective, an uncultivated but genuine hortu s conclusus in

which the noet has developed a profound sympathy for the

world of nature and has seen a shadow of that eternal wisdom

which ultimately directs the af.fairs of history.

In stanza seventy-eight Marvell moves from the v;oods

"in the Morning" (617) to the meadows "at the Ev'ning" (624).

The transition occurs as the poet passes through the "Lane" (618)

which divides "The double "/ood of ancient Stocks" (439) and

leaves the forest, Prora the outside the "Trees" (620) again

appear as a solid mass, forming two fortresses with "a G-uard

on either side" (619). The woods see.a as iraoenetrable as

" Labyrinths" (622), and the poet thus returns to the now-diy

fields.

The season is spring as the "Meadows fresher dy'd" (626)

with "Grass" (627) like "green Silks but newly washt" (628)

recall the opening of the fourth section of the poepj, Marvell

returns also to the conceited diction which dominated the

meadov/s section. Ke makes a joking reference to the theory

that the Nile floods resulted in the generation of serpents

and crocodiles in the mud. Denying this belief, Marvell

utilizes the imagery of I3en Jonson' s "To Sir Robert V/roth"

to present in the "wanton harmless folds" (53'5) of the river

the only figiare of a "Snake" (632).

Demonstrating his delight in images of confused identity

and recalling the underwater changes of stanza forty-eight,

Marvell uses the ima ,e of the "Chrystal Mirrou r slick" (636)
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to describe the fresh brilliance of the spring landscape.

Lines 635-640 are a free reworking of Fairfax's own translation

of a section of Saint Amant's "La Solitude" a.nd thus represent

Marvell's oblique compliment to the intellectual gifts of

his patron, '^ The excesses of an abandonment to the "Pleasure"

(641) of retirement are suggested in stanza eighty-one as

Marvell moves down to the river "Bank" (644) and allows the

"Pishes" to test themselves on his poetic and and angling

"Lines" (648), Although the preceding views of the raeadov;

did involve a rapid progression of conceited imagery, the poet

has not been struggling with the complexities of divine

revelation — tiie condition v/hich justified his earlier slip

into an ecstasy of sensual delighto Rather the scene seems

to be one of unconstructive retirement and as such is properly

interrupted by the entrance of "The young Mari a" (651)

e

As this paper is concerned with an analysis of Marvell's

perception of the conflict between active and contemplative

values and modes of existence within "Upon Appleton House" as

well as with a general reading of the poem, it may now be

proper to consider the first part of I.Iarvell's double view

of this problem as reflected in the initial five sections of

his work. Within the immediate context of life at Nunappleton

and in England of the 1650's Harvell seems to view the conflict

between conditions of private virtue ^nd situations of ;)Ublic

action as irreconcilable „ A sense of tension oervades his

shifting descriptions of contemplative ;,.nd active scenes to
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emphasize the disparity between the hortus conclusus of

Lord Fairfax's estate and the vital, but fallen v/orld of

a war-torn Bnglando

The opening picture of the architectural design of

Nunappleton introduces the Christian virtues of a life of

humble retirement which will be associated with the estate

throughout -the poem. However, this initial description is

followed by the narrative which relates the ancestry of the

hjuse and its founding family. Here Marvell presents an

historical example of the triumph of the active virtues over

the corruption of a false retreat. Despite this -eritage,

the Lord General chooses to pursue the divine virtues

associated with his miniature paradise. Although I.Iarvell's

description of Fairfax's garden ultimately presents an image

of "Plowrs eternal" (359), the tension becomes more definite

as the poet illustrates this contemplative retreat with images

of martial action. And with this growing tension comes an

explicit recognition of the gap between a private garden which

may still reflect the shadow of original perfection and the

"Garden of the •.7orld" (322) which was thrust into the realm

of temporal activity by man's first "tast" of the "luckless

Apple" (327), ".loving to a description of the meadows

surrounding the estate, Marvell complements the story of the

family history by presenting a vision of the triumph of action

in a contemporary situationo :he reality in which "The Mower

now commands tne Pield" (418) may be a frightening contrast
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to the order of Fairfax's garden world; but it Is nevertheless

another way of life which men may choose and enjoy for its

vitality and diversityo Yet the woods of Nunappleton offer

a natural life in which the poet :aay study tiie lessons of divine

truth and apprehend an eternal vision of history. Here the

attractions of retirement enchant even Marvell; but to learn

from the book of the creatures the ooet must forsake completely

any attachment to the world outside the woods — mental ratlier

than physical force is required in the foresto

Thus these five sections of "Upon Appleton House" present

distinct pictures of two widely separated worlds, each with

its own virtues and excesses. The descriptive juxtaposition

of the realms of contemplation and action suggests Ihat men

must make a choice and select one of the two possibilities.

Such a decision may be veiy difficult — for both ways of

life are attractive in different asoects — but the choice is

absolutely necessary, since the worlds are too far apart to

be resolved in one man's lifetime.

Pirae is the key to any eva.luation of Marvell' s view of

the im )Ossibility of reconciling the values of contemplative

and active ways of lifeo Marvell iresents the conflict as a

reality of the temporal context of mid-seventeenth-century

England, And within the contemporary situation his vision

seeMS to be valid — the realms of Fairfax' s garden and the

mowers' field are distinctly and permanently divided, Vet

this present state of unresolved tension is only one oart of
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Marvell's double perspective. In the final section of

"Upon Appleton House" the poet will consider the problem from

a new point of view and without denying the truth of his

original vision of discord will present an image of an

harmonious union of the states of contemplation and action

in a prophecy of a world at peace <»

The final section of "Upon Appleton House" begins as the

appearance of his pupil, Maria, Fairfax, calls Ilarvell back

from a moment of "idle" (650) "Pleasure" (641) into the

world of order and value. In the extremes of hyperbolic language

Marvell describes "The young Maria" (651) as "the Law/Of all

her Sex, and Ages Awe" (655-656), The poet's proper reaction

to such a civilizing force can only be to "Hide" (652) the

"Toyes" (654) of his foolish pursuits. Nature too must compose

itself at Maria's entrance: for the girl represents an

ordered alternative to the wantonness of "this lovely green"

("The Garden" 18). The pun on "recollect" (658) suggests a

reordering of the shattered paradise of Sden a,nd establishes

a correspondance between the embarrassment of "loose Nature"

(657) and the poet's own "shame" (654) that his "Pleasures slight"

(653) should be exposed to Maria's "judicious Eyes" (654)

o

Nature's proper response to the girl's presence is reflected

in the modesty of the " Sun" (661) « Out of respect for the

heroine's innocence and purity he "In blushing Cloudes conceales

his Head" (664), These lines echo the imagery of Milton's

"Ode: On the Morning of Christ's Nativity," where the "Sun"
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is "in bed Curtain' d with cloudy red" (229).'-^

Having described Mature 's reaction to Maria's entrance,

Marvell tiien moves to a consideration of the girl's effect on

the landscapeo Associated with the "modest Halcyon" (669),

an emblem of peace and tranquility whose qualities are also

reflected in the bird of figure 5, Maria Las a calming

730
effect on " Admiring Nature" (672). With a reference which

suggests her role as a harmonizer of the discords of contemplation

and action, Maria is able to bridge the realms of "the Day

and Wight" (670) o Comparing his pupil's evening appearance

to the halcyon's flight over the v/ater, Marvell creates a

conceited image v^hich iraplies a value judgment on Maria's

calming influence. As the bird causes the "Stream" (675) to

congeal in the hope that "it might fix her shadow so" (676),

the poet suggests that Maria reduces the " World" (682) of

"Fishes" (677) and of "Men" (679) to a "Chrystal" (678).

An image of purity and stability, this crystalline nature has

been "wholly vitrifi' d" (638) by Maria's heavenly " Flames" (687)

o

Surpassing a " Comet " (683) which moves from the realms of

the "Skie" (o84) across the path of "Ear<h;" (636), Maria creates

a correspondance between the eternal and temporal realms: for

the " Chrystal" (678) world now reflects the peacefulness of

a divine order.

Maria Fairfax does not, however, have only a refining

influence on "Nature" (683) in general; she also is the true

" genetrix"^^ of the Nunappleton estate — the source of the

garden's "v/ondrous Beauty" (690), the forest's "streightness"

(691), the meadow's "sweetness" (692), and she makes the river
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A Bird flying above a Starm

Reihcr fliegt iiher den Regcnwolkett

NATVRA DICTANTE FEROR.

Prospicit atque fugit fortunae flamina prudens,

Ceu fugit imbrifcros Ardea celsa notos.

Die Naliir spricht, imd ich hcbe inich eiiipcr

Dor KItige vermcidet voransschmiend die Sliinne der Fcrttma, so

line der emporfiiegcude Reihcr den regcnhringenden Siidwiiiden aiis-

weiclit.

Isid. orig. XII 7, 21; Arist. hist. an. 614b; Aelian. de an. VII 7; Vcrg.

georg. I 363 f.; VtilcriMi. hicrogl.^XV 42; Giovio, Dinl. S. 61

vgl Kranich fliegt iihcr den Regenwolkcn fPers S. ii)

Figure 5.
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"Chrystal-pure" (694). Yet, while reversing the relation-

ship between women and Nature outlined in "The Match" —
where the natural world is said to open its "choisest store"

(2) of beauty to crown Celia — l.larvell is also utilizing a

coraraonplace of Renaissance love-poetiy to express the supremacy

of iiaria's graceo He reinforces this hyperbolic description

of his pupil by employing the device of monosyllabic lists

in lines 695-696, while reminding the reader of the delightful

beauty of all aspects of the Lord General's estate.

In recognition of Maria's gifts the elements of the natural

realm present her with tributes of their ovm. The entire estate

seems to revolve around the little girl, opening all its

treasures to her youthful coramandsc Although 'larvell is

still writing on a level of conscious hyperbole, a realistic

sense of a child's unquestioned control and appropriation of

all aspects of her environment seems to lie behind the

exaggerations of stanza eighty-eight.

It is interesting to note that Marvell does not merely

stress Maria' s physical charm and constructive influences in

the manner of the nuns' flattery of Isabella ThwaiteSo Rather,

he reveals ths.t the girl iierself discounts these "lesser" (706)

g2?aces in comparison to the "higher Beauties" (705) of

knowledge and especially the ability "to converse/in all the

Languages as hers" (707-708). Although this interest in

various modes of communication recalls the poet's own ability

to "call" (569) in the "most learned original" (570) of the
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woodland birds, Maria o^xiickly rises above her tutor's concern

v/ith tlie conversations of creatures of tlie natural world.

Instead her concern is with " 7/isdorae " (710), and only with

that special rc^alm of knowledge v/hich records "Heaven^

Dialect " (712). This attention to the accents of divinity

75
marks I'laria as a citizen of the City of God,'-^ thus associating

her with tliat eternal perspective of human history, the

redemptive effects of which Marvell glimpsed during his

woodland retirement in the lesson of the hewel.

But if i'aria is to be associated with a spiritug,l realm

of the intellect, she must be invulnerable to the v/orldly

temptations of physical passion. Military imagery used in

the tradition of Petrarchan love sonnets describes the force

of Love's attack; yet the " Blest Hyraph" (713) lias no trouble

escaping the assult of "Tears" (715), " Sighs " (716), "True

Praise " (717), and " fei.-^n'd complying Innocenc e" (718).'

Maria's successful resistence of this " Ambush " (719) is the

result of the "Discipline severe/of Fairfax, and the starry

Vere" (723-724). Although a tribute to the "Goodness" (727)

of the family life of the owner was a convention of the country-

house poem introduced into the English form of the genre in

Jonson's "To Penshurst," I'arvell's compliments on "aria's

parental education works on a level beyond that of the tradition

of the genreo The girl is said to ].ave been raised in a

" Dome stick Heaven" (722); and this vision is important in

light of Maria's earlier association with the " Plalcyon" (669)
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of peaceo In Book XV of The City of God Saint Augxistine

reveals ti.at order or "Discipline " (723) on the level of

the family is a temporal reflection of heavenly peace.

Thus Nunappleton is a true "Doraestick Heaven" (722), an image

of the divine realm existing within tiie range of earthly timeo

Maria's connection with a tranquil nature carries connotations

of a link vdth the final peace of an eternal historical

perspective.

After associating Maria with a virtuous family tradition

that reflects a state of spiritual perfection, r'arvell launches

a diatribe against worldly women in stanza ninty-tv/Oo The women

who spend much "useless Study" (730) on maintaining the

beauty of their complexions are pictured as unsuccessful in

their attempts — mocked by the "Black-bag" (734) with which

they have ruined their "Skin" (734), "Knowledge " (735) and

" Virtue " (736) protected the Resolved Soul from the attacks

of Created :^leasure in ^'arvell's poetic "Dialogxie"; and these

„two forces are presented here as the instruments which could

have prevented or naturalised the physical ravages of age.

After t]:is serio-comic digression, Harvell returns to

the heavenly virtues of Maria Fairfax and considers the girl's

future and her place in tiie temporal history of England,

j'hile presenting a prophetic vision of Maria's eventual

marriage and departure from the Nunappleton estate, Marvell

reveals the second part of his double vision of the conflict

between the values of action and contemolation. Maria has
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been associated with the conteraplative realm of the " Fairfacian

Oak" (740). In the hortus conclusus of Nunappleton she has

cultivated "Graces more divine" (757) which link her to God's

eternal realm; t: at world found to be corapletely incompatible

with the active life in England of the 1650 's in the first

five sections of the poei|io Yet this irreconcilable conflict

between private virtue and public action was asserted by the

poet only within the immediate temporal context of English

history. In his prophecy fur Karia liarvell is moving into

a future within which the contrary states may be united. The

girl will become an example of the possible concordia discors

as she severs her atcachraent to the retired life of the family

estate and enters, through marriage, into the active world of

England, Her emergence into the v/orld of public action does

not, hov/ever, imply a rejection of the virtues which she has

cultivated during her secluded child].ood. Recalling her

associations with the halcyon of peace and the accents of divine

wisdom >, Marvell reveals that Maria will accomplish the

"universal good" (741) of restoring a stable and ordered

peace wh.ch will again make England the "Paradise of four

Seas" (323).

Marvell' s hope for a resolution of the conflict between

active and conteraplative values is thus embodied in Maria and

her mission of salvation. It is iraportarit to note that l.er

entrance into the world of action, the theatre in which the

soul can work out its own virtues, is divinely sanctioned.
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A "Priest" (742) vail sanctify Maria's marriage and thus her

departure from the contemplative retreat of Nunapoleton: but

this departure will be more of an extension of her realm than

a complete abandonment of xer former way of life, Maria is

destined to enter the world of action but retain the virtues

and quality of raind characteristic of contemplation, Ker

future thus becomes an instance of the intersection of man's

time and Ood's time — an image of the possibility of a union

of contemplative and active states in a world of peace.

However this " Destiny" (744) is not yet the reality of

Maria's way of life; and she will remain in the retreat of

Wunappleton for the present, Marvell has not given up the

first part of his vision- for the reconciliation of private

virtues and public action does not come v/ithin the immediate

temporal context of the poem, -Yith a return to the hyperbolic

and conceited diction of the earlier stanzas of this section,

the poet again praises Maria's imiocent virtue and exliorts the

natural world of the Fairfax estate to imitate her excellence

by surpassing all other natural settings as Maria "preceds"

"all Virgins" (751). To validate this compliment Marvell

asserts that the " Woods , streams . Gardens, Meads" (752) of

Nunappleton could replace the legendary " Thessalian Tempe '

s

Seat" (753) or the contemporary royal gardens of " Aranjuez " (755)

and " Bel-He tiro " (756) in the estimation of the critics of

natural beauty, Nunappleton belongs to a chaste, but vital

class 01 pastoral retreats, hov/ever, and thus should not be
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compared to such a Bower of Bliss as the " Idalian Grove" (757)

or to the shadowy realm of the "Elysian fields " (759).

The delicate ari-ogance of this exaggerated flattery dissolves

into a tone of sincere sorrow as Marvell once again considers

Munappleton in relation to the great and fallen external

" World" (761), In lines which resonate from a despairing

lament for the universal 'Sden which "once. , . v/as" (761) to a

hopeless disgust with the corrupt and desolate "Gulfes,

Deserts,';' and "Precipices" (764) which remain, Marvell captures

the same tonal complexities found in Donne's "An Anatomy of

the V/orld." Putting a cold stress on "Stone" (764), "larvell

concludes his vision of the "rude heap" (762) with a sense

of the de-hu:aanizing isolation which all men must feel in the

chaotic world of v/ar.

The poet has finished, however, with a." complimentary

idealization of his patron's estate. The microcosm of Nunappleton,

which includes the house and its grounds, the Fairfax family,

Maria, the poet, and his poeijj, is a true image of the larger

"World" (761): for "it" (761) "contains the same" (765) corriipted

and potentially disordered materials. Yet the "more decent

Order" (766) by which Fairfax governs his house and gardens

and disciplines the seasonal transformations of the meadow,

river, and forest can "tame" (766) the chaos of fall': n Natureo

Because this "Order" (766) reflects the eternal peace of the

reaihn of divine perfection, Ilunappleton in all its aspects

remains a " Dome

s

tick Heaven" (722). The estate takes on the
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qualities which Ivlarvell has associated vdth rausic: for,

although temporal and thus fallen, Nunappleton is still the

shadow of a divine plan in v/hich more t .an simply the "wilder

Notes agree" ("Musicks Empire" 5). Its way of life is the

" only Map" to the "Paradice " v/hich all men seek.

But the coming of night cuts short Harvell' s consideration

of the philosophical implications of Nunappleton' s echoes of

celestial harmony. The poet moves hack into the reality of

physical activity as he stands with Maria to watch the odd

sight of the returning " Salmon-?ishers " (769) carrying "their

Canoos" upon "their Heads " (772) » The fact that the " Boats "

are " Leathern" (770) leads Marvell to a witty association of

the fishermen with those people, " the Antipode s" (771), v;ho

live directly on the opposite side of the globe and thus from

the poet's perspective '.ave "shod" (772) v/hat should be their

"Heads" (772) "in Shoes" (771). The " Boats" (770) become

houses in the next turn of wit as Ivlarvell compares tixe fishermen

to the " Tortoise " (773) o This image, illustrated in figure 6.,

recalls the emblem of the turtle as a self-contained and thus

humble raan which the poet used in the opening section of

"Upon Appleton house," The poem has now come full circle;

and the men who participate in the world of nature, '.vhile

maintaining their distinctive powers of intellectual control

over the realm of the creatures, are seen as "rational Amphibii "(774)

>

Marvell is again maintaining that it is only man's intangible

qualities of mental force -.vhich make him "stoop" (29) to enter

a dwelling suited to his physical "Dimensions" (27)o
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However, the poet's rapid stream of associations is not

yet exliausted: for ne .'.lOves from ti^e realm of correspondances

between the vrorlds of creatures and men to a raacrocosmic/

microcosraic visiono The dark shell which covers the men's

heads creates a "lesser 7orld " (765) tl.at reflects the "dark

Hemisphere" (775) of a greater world blanketed by night,

ivlarvell's reaction to this coming darkness echoes the conclusion

of Virgil's Eclogue X-.^^

...Let us rise; the shade brings peril;
hurtful to the corn, too, is the shade.
Get ye home, ray full-fed goats — the
Evening-star comes — get ye horael '^

The day of exploration and discovery is over, and the poet and

his pupil retire into the house for tiiC evening.

Yet this final stanza does not merely present a classical

picture of a retreat from a dark world into tie security of

a pastoral life of contemplationo Although Marvell's concluding

vision does not have the generally Christian sejise of renewal,

ultimately grounded in the "might of him who walked the waves,"

which encourages the "uncouth swain" of Milton's "lycidas" to

return "Tomorrow to fresh V/oods, and "Pastures new," the

" Salmon-Fishers " (769) and the turtles these men suggest can

participate in realms of both action and contemplationo The

fishermen pursue an active vocation to which they will implicitly

return when the "dark Hemisphere" (775) again becomes light.

Their withdrawal is only te;aoorary; and like these men Marvell

and Maria retire into ti.e house with the possibility of emerging

in the morning.
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Standing between the darkness '^f Virgil's classical

oerspective and tLe fundamental Christianity of Milton's

vision, 'vlarvell ultimately bases his belief in a reconciliation

of the conflict between private virtues and public action on

the balance of the earthly and spiritual realms vvhich is the

special quality of mankind, Marvell did not call the fishermen

"rational Amphibii " (774) :uerely as a display of wit, for as

Sir Thomas Browne declared^

',7e (men) are only ti.at amphibious piece,
between a corporeal and a spiritual essence;
that middle fona, that links those two together,
and makes good the method of God and Nature,
that jumps not from extreiaes, but unites the
incompatible distances by some laiddle and
participating natures, ( Religio Medici 1.34)

With such a vision of the divine, aad acceptance of the earthly,

.in mankind Marvell can su )port both aspects of his double

perspective. The chaotic world of England in the era of the

Civil Wa,r is the vvork of man's corporeal essence and makes the

distance between active and contemplative values incompatible.

In the face of such darkness Fairfax, "larla, and Marvell retreat

to the hortus conclusus at Nunappleton, Yet Maria and her

generation may hold the key to the spiritual essence of humanity.

Having cultivated the virtues inlierent in a life of contemplation,

Maria and her tutor can emerge v/ith the waking " Salmon-Fishers" (769)

to initiate the harmonious union of public and private values

which Js the only hope for a fallen world.
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Footnotes to Chapter III

5^John Hev/iiian, "Correppondance," Times Li terary Supplement ,

28 January 1972, 0.99. A renewed argumen^over tiie actual

house which is the subject of Marvell's poem has been continuing
interiQittently since Richard "filson's letter in the TLS of

26 November 1971.

^^Pierre Legouis cites this quotation from Markhara's

Life of the Great Lord Fairfax p. 365 in the notes to his
TEIrd~edT^iorror~THe~Poems and Letters of Andrew Ilarvell , ppo 279-280,

Franl£ Kermode also notes the same description m his Selected

Poetry of Marvell (T^Tew York: Signet, 1967) p. 116.

^^Legouis, in notes to "U^on Appleton House" from t-.e

third edition of The ^oems and Letters of Andrew Ilarvell p. 28lo

^ 3raoleraata: Handbuch zur Sinnbildkunst des XVI und 'CVii

Jahrhun^erts edited by Authur Eenkel and AiDrecHt Sch^e
(.Stuttgardr"Jc. B. Metzlersche Verlasbuchhandlung, 1967) pp. 608-609.

5%allace, Destiny His Choice p. 237

o

^"scoular, Natural Hagjic po 180.

^^Legouis, third edition Notes po 282.

^•^Friedraan, Marvell's ^astoral Art Po 220,

^2priedman, p. 221.

"^^Uo C. Bradbrook and '.t. G. Lloyd Thomas, Andrew Marvell
(Cambridge: The University "^ress, 1940) p. 34.

Wallerstein, Studies in Seventeenth-Century "^oetic p. 296,

4.5
Leishraan, The Art of Marvell's .^oetry p. 223.

^^On the basis of OED definitions s..y.l2 for "round", I

have paraphrased the description of the flowers' "fragrant
Vollyes"(29o) as honest and straightforward.

47 Leishiaan, p. 284.

D. C. Allen, Image and Meaning p. 143.

^^Villiam G. Madsen, "Harth the Shadow of Heaven: Typological
Symbolism in Paradise Lost", from Milto n; Modern 3ssays in
Criticism , edited by Arthur E. Barker (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1965) p. 254,
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50
Sir Phoraas Browne, 'Vorks , edited by Simon ".'ilkin

(New York: A?;IS Press, 1968) vol. ", Religio Medici 1.12.

^ Legouis, third edition I'otes, p. 235.

^ Allen, ppo 115-116. The priraary source for this passage
is Fairfax I'emorial s 111,207.

^^^Legouis, Notes, p. 285.

55Allen, pp. 130-151

o

^^Allen, p. 131. The Biblical references to war and harvest
imagery include: Isaiah 40:6; Psalms 90:6 and 102:12; Job 5:26
and 14:2; and I^eter 1:24.

^^Allen, po 136.

^^Allen, p. 132o

57
Among a number of critics B.C.. Allen and J, M. Wallace

have worked out a precise allegory for the story of the death
of the rail. Such associations, which link the bird that is
called in French le roi des c

a

llies with Charles I, are interesting;
but only an examples of Marveil ' s sug/^e stive technique. The
meadow is first a meadow and only then a type of the Civil
War battlefield.

'' Legouis, Notes, po 236.

5
=*Allen, p. 137.

Legouis, Notes, p. 286.

Frank Kerraode, in notes to "Uoon Appleton House" from
his Selected Poetry of Karvell (New York: Signet, 1967) p. 131.

62
Leishraan, p. 222,

63
^Scoular, pp^ 132-133.

64̂
Bmblemata p. 872.

^^Smblemata p. 860,

"^Geffrey '.Vhitney, A Choice of Emblems , edited by Henry
Green (New York: Benjamin :^lora, l'^7) p. 73.

°'^Colie, "My Bcchoing ^ng" p. 198.

^^Allen, Po 145.
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Ao B, Chambers, '"I Was But an Inverted Tree": ITotes
Toward the History of an Idea, ' Studies in the Henaissance,
VIII (1961), pp. 291-299.

70
Chambers, p, 292.

71
M, C. BradbrO'jlc, "Marvell and the Poetry of Rural Solitude,"

Revie w of 'English Studies XVII (1941) pp. 38-39.

'Friedman, p, 240.

'^Legouis, Notes, p. 291.

73b
Erableraata, p. 826

o

'^Friedman, po 242o

75
^Saint Augustine, The City of God, translated by John

Plealey (London: J^ M, Dent, Ltd. ,~I905T vol. 3, Book 12, chapter 16.

'°Saint Augustine, The City of God , Book 15, chapter 14.

77
Mr, Edward Lee ^iepho noted Virgil's tenth Sc logue as

an analogue to the concluding lines of "Upon Apple^n House"
in his English 238 class on Tuesday 25April 1972,

r'. Vergilius Maro, Phe Bcloguep and t'.e Georgics translated
by Ro Co Trevelyan (Cambridge: iJhe University press,~I'544) po 33o
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Chapter IV

Epilogue

To the extent that Marvell modifies and elaborates upon

the conventions of the country-house poem, any detailed

reading of "Upon Appleton Eouse" inevitably submerges a study

of the tradition in a consideration of the originality of

Marvell 's achievement « Yet this undeniable originality is

essentially traditional, for Marvell reworks and ingeniously

recorabines themes and motifs which had been suggested to him

by other classical and Renaissance poets of the genreo Thus

the preceding view of his individual talent in exploring the

conflict between active and contemplative values and in

formulating a vision of their potential reconciliation is

not complete without a final consideration of the tradition

which is the basis for Marvell' s unique expressiono

The country life themes which Marvell fuses into a new

whole in "Upon Apploton House" include those motifs which

gradually came to characterize the genre as it developed from

Homer and Virgil to Jonson and CareWo Marvell 's description

of the Fairfax estate constantly operates on levels of both

realism and allegoryo Meditating on the superiority of the

humble life of rural retirement to a life of hectic ambition,

Marvell catalogxies in the first ten stanzas of his poem most

of the conventions of the genreo He emphasizes the virtues

of humility and "Use" (62) in the Nunappleton architecture

and landscape and commends Fairfax for his generous hospitality
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extended to rural neighbors of all social classes. Enumerating

the other estates which might "better hold" (74) the famous

Lord General, Marvell asserts Runappleton's value as the

embodiment of the proper relationship between Nature and arto

Though built by human skill in the native style, the estate

is ruled by "Nature" (75) and retains her simplicity in its

"fragrant Gardens, shaddy \Yoods,/Deep Meadows, and transparent

PloodSo" (79-80).

After a lively version of the conventional motif of the

history of the house and patriotic praise of its founders,

Marvell begins the traditional enumeration of the daily country

activities. The poetic tour begins as Marvell describes Fairfax's

garden in military metaphors as the "Morning Ray/Hangs out

the Colours of the Day" (239-290). Although separated by a

picture of the rapidly changing meadows dominated by allegorical

mowers, the garden and woodland scenes present a traditional

image of the country life as a serene refuge from the corruption

of a troubled worldo To an even greater degree than the estates

of :'enshurst and Wrest, Nunappleton has become an hortus

conclusus, a stronghold of the contemplative virtues which

nourishes its inhabitants' spiritual imaginations.

As it began with a tribute to the humility of the present

owner and a reminder of the valor of the founder, "Upon Appleton

House" ends v/ith a glorious proiohecy for Fairfax' s daughter,

the poet's pupil Maria. The little girl must have enjoyed Ler

tutor's poetic journey through the lovely estate, though his
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flattering description of Maria as a "Halcyon" (669) able to

calm the turbulent air of civil strife would have been more

pleasing to her parents.

The morning walk through che Lord General's garden

becomes a day-long exercise in contemplation as Marvell passes

from one scene to another in an attempt to learn the Heavenly

use of earthly things. These lessons take him beyond the lines

of the poetic genre with which he began; but as the night

falls t.'iarvell and his charmed pupil return to the home which

is the final subject of this country-house poem. Having

envisioned a reconciliation of the conflict between active and

contemplative ways of life in a glimpse of an harmonic future,

Marvell can conclude "Upon Appleton House" in the conversational

tone characteristic of the genre. '.7ith an echo of Virgil which

pulls the poem into the pastoral tradition, he calls to Maria

to come "in" (775) to the comforting light of the family's home.

Yet there is alv/ays the implication that both poet and oupil

may leave the rural retreat when the " Salmo n-Fishers " (769)

resume their active tasks.

As a country-house poem v/ith the social implications of

a consideration of the oroblem of the opposition of contemplative

and active ways of life, "FJpon Appleton House" can be viewed in

relation to some of Marvell' s other poems. In his pastoral

and political verse Marvell explores themes which are related

to the central conflict of "Upon Appleton House." A brief

consideration of the way in which this poem fits into the
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context of his v/ork allows a concluding perspective on

"Upon Appleton House" as :iarvell's poetic mosaic.

The contemplative va.lues embodied in Lord Pairfax's

retreat to Nunappleton and described in the opening section

of the poem as well as the garden and woodland passages are

emphasized in I'arvell's )astoral verse. "The Garden" is a

most moving account of the dream of an absolute fulfillment

of a life of contemplation. The poem begins with an extravagant

dismissal of all efforts for worldly fame. Man's whole duty

seems to be summarized in the "repose" (8) which marks the

climax of the opening stanza. Claiming everything for a life

of infinite leisure, Marvell arserts that man holds v/ithin

himself the ultimate key t^ a recovery of that harmony with

Nature v/hich v/as lost at the Pall, I'.e establishes a hortus

c onclusus of the mind by "Annihilating all that's raade/Po a

green Thought in a green shade'J (47-48) , Here the poet's "Soul" (32)

finds the inspiration of that "various Light" (56) that prepares

it for a "longer flight" (55) to a world higher than the garden's

"boughs" (52). Thus in "The Garden" Marvell defines "that

happy Garden-state" (57) for the body, the mind, and tjie soul;

all of which "can find the sacred plantings of 'quiet' and

'Innocence' only among the plants" that live continually in

the serenity of a pastoral retreat.

Other elements connected -.vith this cultivation of the

virtues of contemplation are expressed in the Mower poems.

The idea of a life a rural retirement as an image of humility,
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an idea v/hich dominates the first section of "Upon Appleton

House", is also reflected in "The Ilower to the Glo-7orms,"

In this poem the smallness of the insects and the shortness

of the "Grasses" (8) are emblems for the modesty which is the

hallmark of Fairfax's nobility. The distrust of art which

is implicit in the opening stanzas of "Upon Appleton House"

forms the central argument of "The Mower Against Gardens*,' The

perverse ?exuality which charac-terized the "Arts" (177) of

the nuns in the country-house poem is now condemned as the

"Vice" (1) which corrupts all natural beauty, "arvell carries

this fear of the unnatural even further in "The Coroneto" ''/hile

attempting to create "Garlands to redress that 'Yrong" (4) 6f

the Crucifixion in which every Christian must share, Ilarvell

learns that the "Serpent old" (13) of pride and worldiness

may infect even religious devotiono One may, however,

question 'larvell's diligent application of this lesson as his

wit allows the rejected wreaths to "crown" he "Feet" (26) of

his Saviour. Yet, the recognition of the inadequacy of man's

creations inlierent in '^arvell's commendation of the naturalness

of the riunappleton estate is reinforced in ""^he Coronet"

despite his cleverness,

"Upon the Hill and Grove at Sill-borow" may perhaps be

an interest -ng bridge between ti-ie pastoral and political poems

expressing the themes of "Upon Appleton House." -Triting in

the allegorical tradition of the country-house poem, Marvell

grounds the moral perfection of the Lord General's retirement
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in the beauty of the country scene. Plence the gentle slope

of the "arched Earth" (1) creates a "perfect Eemisjhere" (2)

which is the model of humility and might have been the mold

by which the "World" "was made',' (8)o Nor does Marvell refrain

from attacking the ra^juntainous ambition v;hich would disrupt

the stability of the universe by forcing "Nature" to "find"

"a new Center" (14). In contrast to the terror of the mountains'

"hook-shjulder'd height" (11), the reconciliation of hill and

"Plain" (24), described in associations which recall Denliara's

"Cooper's Hill," represents the calming influence of good government

and well-ordered retirement.

Yet, unlike the pastoral poems v/hlch generally present

an ideal picture of the life of contemplation, "Upon tne Hill

and Grove at Bill-borow" also reveals the value of an active

life. After repeated praises of the quiet existence of a

country home, Marvell recalls in the ninth stanza the real

glory of the "Civick Garlands " (69) and the " Trophees " (72)

that once surrounded PairfaXo Perhaps Marvell is not really

"most deeply moved by the victorious general rather than the

retired country gentleman, but the deliberate paradox of

lines 79-30:

Nor he the Hills witho.it the Groves;
Nor Height but with Retirement loves,

is not o^uite the same as a complete rejection of the life of

fame for an existence of contemplative integrity.

The ambivalent conclusion of "Upon the Hill and Grove at

Bill-borow" is echoed in "An Horatian Ode" and "The First Anniversary."
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Marvell seems to "be praising Cromwell's acceptance of an

active role in reshaping the disordered England of 1650,

Yet he also suggests that Cromwell's greatness is due to the

same virtue of selflessness which characterized Fairfax's retirement.

As the Lord General gave up the public fame which he justly

deserved to cultivate the sensitive plant of " Conscience " (355),

so the Lord Protector subordinated his der^ire "To plant the

Bergaraot" (32) to his "Pate" (37) as the one "To ruine the

great Work of Time" (34).

Recalling the enigmatic omen which appeared at the

founding of Rome, the image of a "bleeding Head" ("Ode" 69)

suggests that this "ruine" (34) may be only tLe preparation

for a greater order, Cromwell is praised as the "Man ,o./

That does both act and know" (75-76). Thus Marvell may be

implying that under this nev; order England's leaders will be

representatives of a union of active and contemplative virtues.

The conclusion to "An Eoratian ode" does not, however, completely

confirm this suggestion of a reciprocity between the values of

these two ways of life, Fairfax's retirement at Nunappleton

had always been associated 'dth the rule of nature; but Cromwell's

"Pow' r" must be maintained by the same " Arts " (119-120) t- at

instituted his control.

Yet Marvell insists that Cromwell's rule is ordained by

Heaven and therefore must be the instrument of some divine harmony^

Perhaps lines 247-248 of "The First Anniversary" can offer a

way to see a reconciliation of the values of Nunappleton and
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the Republic:

Here pulling down, and tnere erecting Hew,
Founding a fiiro State by Proportions trueo

Creation can be defined as an instance of destroying one thing

to make a place for something better; and Cromwell's architecture

is based on the principles of " holy
_
Mathematicks " ("Appleton" 47)

which are the foundation of Fairfax's estate. In this light

both men seem to be ultimately advocating the same fundamental

goals; and thus the ambiguous "gentler Conqueror" (22) of

"Musicks Empire" may be either Fairfax, the contemplative man

whose "Courage its own f raises flies" ( "Bill-borow" 76), or

Cromwell, the man of action v/ho learns "a Musique in the Region

clear, /To tune this lov/er to that higher Sphere" ("First Anniversary 47-J

iiarvell' s double perspecuive of the possibility of reconciling

the virtues of contemplation and action may ttierefore encompass

the life styles of both men. Recognizing the immediate conflict,

Cromwell chooses the active life to work for the restoration

of order in a war-torn country, '.7ith an eternal vision tl.at

looks beyond the temporal context of the Civil ',Var, Fairfax

decides to remain in his contemplative retreat and cultivate

in his daughter Maria those natural virtues which will alio-,'

her to live a full and active life in a purified worldo "Upon

Appleton House"is Marvell's most explicit statement of this

twofold view of the conflict between action and contemplation.

As such, it becomes an embodiment of all of Marvell's ooetic

themes ana bears witness to the sensitivity and intelligence
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of this enchanting poet. The poem is truly "P aradice' s only

Map ," ^uicing each reader to a thoughtful consideration of

the values inherent in his own way of life^
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Footnotes to Cliapter IV

'^'^G-eorge Williamson, Milton and Others (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1965) Po 148,

<2^Scoular, Natural Magic po 107o

on
Hyman, "Politics and poetry in Andrew Marvell" p. 477o
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